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Thompson Development, LLC vs. Idaho Board Of Tax Appeals
Judge

Date

Code

User

8/20/2010

NCOC

SUE

New Case Filed - Other Claims

John R. Stegner

APER

SUE

Plaintiff: Thompson Development, LLC
Appearance Susan R. Wilson

John R. Stegner

SUE

Filing: L3 - Appeal or petition for judicial review or John R. Stegner
cross appeal or cross-petition from commission,
board, or body to district court Paid by: Wilson,
Susan R. (attorney for Thompson Development,
LLC) Receipt number: 0178248 Dated:
8/20/2010 Amount: $88.00 (Cashiers Check) For:
Thompson Development, LLC (plaintiff)

9/2/2010

MISC

SUE

Clerk's Record - from Auditor

John R. Stegner

9/14/2010

OBJC

SUE

Objection to Record and Motion to Present
Additional Evidence

John R. Stegner

11/12/2010

HRSC

TERRY

Hearing Scheduled (Status 12/06/2010 09:30
AM)

John R. Stegner

11/16/2010

ORDR

TERRY

Order Setting Status Conference

John R. Stegner

12/6/2010

INHD

TERRY

Informal telephonic conference conducted
between Court and counsel

John R. Stegner

12/8/2010

HRSC

TERRY

Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary
Judgment 02/14/2011 10:00 AM)

John R. Stegner

ORDR

TERRY

Order Setting Hearing

John R. Stegner

ORDR

SUE

Order Granting Motion to Consolidate
FILE ALL DOCUMENTS HERE

John R. Stegner

MOTN

SUE

Motion for Summary Judgment : ORAL
ARGUMENT REQUESTED

John R. Stegner

BREF

SUE

Brief in Support of Petitioner's Motion for
Summary Judgment

John R. Stegner

MOTN

SUE

Cross Motion for Summary Judgment

John R. Stegner

BREF

SUE

Brief in Support of Respondent's Cross Motion for John R. Stegner
Summary Judgment

BREF

SUE

Petitioner's Brief in Opposition to County's Motion John R. Stegner
for Summary Judgment

AFFD

SUE

Supplemental Affidavit of Theodore C. Thompson John R. Stegner

REPL

SUE

Respondent's Reply to Petitioner's Motion for
Summary Judgment

John R. Stegner

1/13/2011

REPL

SUE

Petitioner's Reply to Respondent's Reply to
Petitioner's Motion for Summary Judgment

John R. Stegner

2/14/2011

DCHH

TERRY

Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment John R. Stegner
held on 02/14/2011 10:00 AM: District Court
Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Sheryl L. Engler
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: 75 pages

CTMN

TERRY

Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment John R. Stegner
held on 02/14/2011 10:00 AM: Court Minutes

12/22/2010

12/23/2010

1/6/2011
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Date

Code

User

3/18/2011

DCHH

TERRY

District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Sheryl L. Engler
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: less than 20 pages

John R. Stegner

CTMN

TERRY

Court Minutes

John R. Stegner

HRSC

TERRY

Hearing Scheduled (Rehearing of Cross Motions John R. Stegner
for Summary Judgment 05/09/2011 10:00 AM)

4/8/2011

BREF

MAGGIE

Petitioner's Supplemental Brief in support of
Petitioner's motion for summary judgment

John R. Stegner

4/29/2011

MEMO

BETH

Memorandum in Reply to Supplemental Brief in
Support of Petition's Motion for Summary
Judgment

John R. Stegner

5/612011

RSPN

BETH

Petitioner's Response to Respondent's
Memorandum in Reply to Supplemental Brief in
Support of Petitioner's Motion for Summary
Judgment

John R. Stegner

5/9/2011

DCHH

TERRY

Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment John R. Stegner
held on 05/09/2011 10:00 AM: District Court
Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Sheryl L. Engler
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: less than 20 pages

CTMN

TERRY

Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment John R. Stegner
held on 05/09/2011 10:00 AM: Court Minutes
petitioner's Motions for Summary Judgment

ORDR

SUE

Order Granting Summary Judgment to the Idaho
Board of Tax Appeals and the Latah County
Board of Equalization

John R. Stegner

FJDE

SUE

Final Judgement, Order Or Decree Entered

John R. Stegner

7/28/2011

JDMT

SUE

Judgment - DISMISSED WITH PREJUDICE

John R. Stegner

9/212011

NAPL

SUE

Notice Of Appeal

John R. Stegner

SUE

Filing: L4 - Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to John R. Stegner
Supreme Court Paid by: Wilson, Susan R.
(attorney for Thompson Development, LLC)
Receipt number: 0188148 Dated: 9/6/2011
Amount: $101.00 (Cashiers Check) For:
Thompson Development, LLC (plaintiff)

SUE

Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 188149 Dated
9/6/2011 for 250.00)

7/1/2011

BNDC

Judge

John R. Stegner
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Date

Code

User

8/2.0/2010

NCOC

SUE

New Case Filed - Other Claims

John R. Stegner

APER

SUE

Plaintiff: Thompson Development, LLC
Appearance Susan R. Wilson

John R. Stegner

SUE

Filing: L3 - Appeal or petition for judicial review or John R. Stegner
cross appeal or cross-petition from commission,
board, or body to district court Paid by: Wilson,
Susan R. (attorney for Thompson Development,
LLC) Receipt number: 0178249 Dated:
8/20/2010 Amount: $88.00 (Cashiers Check) For:
Thompson Development, LLC (plaintiff)

BNDC

SUE

Judge

Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 178251 Dated

John R. Stegner

8/20/2010 for 175.00)
8/30/2010

BNDV

RANAE

Bond Converted (Transaction number 112374
dated 8/30/2010 amount 65.00)

John R. Stegner

9/2/2010

MISC

SUE

Clerk's Record - from Auditor

John R. Stegner

9/14/2010

MOTN

SUE

Motion to Present Additional Evidence

John R. Stegner

MOTN

SUE

Motion to Consolidate

John R. Stegner

11/12/2010

HRSC

TERRY

Hearing Scheduled (Status 12/06/201009:30
AM) Susan Wilson 882-8060

John R. Stegner

11/16/2010

ORDR

TERRY

Order Setting Status Conference

John R. Stegner

12/612010

INHD

TERRY

Informal telephonic status conference conducted John R. Stegner
between Court and counsel

12/8/2010

HRSC

TERRY

Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary
Judgment 02/14/2011 10:00 AM)

John R. Stegner

ORDR

TERRY

Order Setting Hearing

John R. Stegner

12/22/2010

ORDR

SUE

Order Granting Motion to Consolidate
FILE ALL DOCUMENTS IN CV2010-00890

John R. Stegner

2/1412011

DCHH

TERRY

Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment John R. Stegner
held on 02/14/2011 10:00 AM: District Court
Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Sheryl L. Engler
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: 75 pages

CTMN

TERRY

Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment John R. Stegner
held on 02/14/2011 10:00 AM: Court Minutes

HRSC

TERRY

3/1712011

Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled

John R. Stegner

03/18/2011 02:00 PM)
7/2812011

MISC

SUE

Judgment: DISMISSED WITH PREJUDICE

John R. Stegner

SUSAN R. WILSON
ATTORNEY AT LAW, PLLC
208 S. Main St. Ste 2
Moscow,ID 83843
Telephone: (208) 882-8060
Fax: (866) 221-9397
Email: sw2@moscow.com
ISB No. 7374
Attorney for Petitioner

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF
SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH
THOMPSON DEVELOPMENT, LLC
an Idaho limited liability company,
Petitioner,
v.

IDAHO BOARD OF TAX APPEALS
Respondent
IN THE MATTER OF THE APPEALS
OF DENIAL OF AGRICULTURAL
EXEMPTION FOR TAX YEAR 2009

~
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. _ _ _ _ _ _ __

PETITION FOR
JUDICIAL REVIEW
Category: L3
Fee: $88

COMES NOW the Petitioner, Thompson Development, LLC, by and through its attorney
of record, Susan R. Wilson, Attorney at Law, respectfully petitions this Court, pursuant to Idaho
Code 63-3812, for review of the Final Decision and Order of Appeals Nos. ,09-A-1885 thru 09A-1915, In the Matter of the Appeals of Thompson Development, LLC from the decisions of the
Board of Equalization of Latah County for tax year 2009, entered by the Idaho Board of Tax
Appeals on July 12,2010. A copy of the Final Decision and Order is attached as Exhibit A. In
support thereof, the Petitioner alleges as follows:
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1.

This Petition is taken to the Second Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in
and for the County of Latah. Jurisdiction and venue is proper pursuant to I.C.
63-3812, as the Petitioner is a resident of Latah County, State ofIdaho, and the
property affected by the tax assessment is located in Latah County, State of
Idaho.

2.

This Petition is timely filed pursuant Rule 84(b) as it is filed within 28 days of
the final Order Denying Reconsideration/Rehearing, dated August 13, 2010,
and attached as Exhibit B.

3.

Petitioner has been aggrieved because the Idaho Board of Tax Appeals has
denied the Petitioner an agricultural exemption for Petitioner's property located
in Latah County, Idaho.

4.

There was a hearing and oral presentation before Linda Pike, a member of the
Idaho Board of Tax Appeals, on January 8, 2010. That hearing was recorded by
audio, and upon infonnation and belief, the audio recording is in the possession
of the hearing officer Linda Pike on behalf of the Idaho Board of Tax Appeals.
The address of the Idaho Board of Tax Appeals is 3380 Americana Terrace,
Suite 110, Boise, Idaho 83706.

5.

The issue for judicial review is whether or not the Petitioner is entitled to an
agricultural exemption pursuant to I.C. 63-604 for land located in Latah County
which Petitioner owns and has actively devoted to agriculture. Pursuant to Rule

PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW - PAGE :2 of 4
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84(d)(5) a more detailed statement of the issues for judicial review may be
forthcoming.
6.

Idaho Code 63-3812(c) provides that appeals from the Board of Tax Appeals
shall be heard in a trial de novo. Therefore, no transcript is requested.

7.

Pursuant to Rule 84(d)(7), I, Susan R. Wilson, certifY that I am the attorney for
Petitioner; that I have not requested a transcript of the audio recording of the
hearing; that I have contacted the clerk of the Idaho Board of Tax Appeals
regarding a fee for the preparation of the record. The clerk has indicated that
there is no fee.

8.

Petitioner intends to file a Petition for Judicial Review as to the decision of the
Latah County Board of Equalization denying the agricultural exemption for
Petitioner's property for the tax year 2010. The issues for judicial review ofthe
Idaho Board of Tax Appeals and the Latah County Board of Equalization
concern the same property and the same denial of an agricultural exemption for
both tax years, 2009 and 2010, respectively. In an effort to preserve costs and
promote efficiency, Petitioner requests a consolidation of these cases.

DATED this 20th day of August, 2010.
SUSAN R. WILSON,
ATTORNEY ATLAW,PLLC

By:

g.'M.nr;<.v:S~"h
Susan R. Wilson, Attorney for Petitioner
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 20th day of August, 2010, I caused a true and correct copy of the
foregoing PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW to be served as indicated upon the following in
the manner set forth below.
IDAHO BOARD OF TAX APPEALS
Clerk to the Board
3380 Americana Terrace Ste 110
Boise, ID 83706

[X]
[ ]
[X]
[ ]

U.S. Mail
Overnight Mail
Fax: 208.334.4060
Hand Delivery

LATAH COUNTY ASSESSOR
P.O. Box 8068
Moscow, ID 83843

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[X]

U.S. Mail
Overnight Mail
Fax:
Hand Delivery

LATAH COUNTY PROSECUTOR
P.O. Box 8068
Moscow,ID 83843

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[X]

U.S. Mail
Overnight Mail
Fax:
Hand Delivery

LATAH COUNTY AUDITOR
P.O. Box 8068
Moscow,ID 83843

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[X]

U.S. Mail
Overnight Mail
Fax:
Hand Delivery

SUSAN R. WILSON, ATTORNEY AT LAW

3~<MI\K~l0~

By:
Susan R. Wilson, Attorney for Petitioner
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EXHIBIT

I A
BEFORE THE IDAHO BOARD OF TAX APPEALS
IN THE MATTER OF THE APPEALS OF
THOMPSON DEVELOPMENT, LLC from the
decisions of the Board of Equalization of Latah
County for tax year 2009.

)
)
)
)
)

APPEAL NOS. 09-A-1885
thru 09-A-1915
FINAL DECISION
AND ORDER

AGRICULTURAL EXEMPTION APPEALS
THESE MATTERS came on for a consolidated hearing January 5,2010 in Moscow, Idaho
before Board Member Linda Pike. The full Board participated in this decision. Attorney Susan
Wilson and Owners Ted Thompson and Garrett Thompson appeared at hearing. Assessor
Patrick Vaughn, Prosecutor Adrienne Williams, Appraisal Supervisor Susan Ripley and Senior
Appraiser Jerry Coleman appeared for Respondent Latah County.

Donald Regan offered

evidence at hearing as a Public Witness. These appeals are taken from decisions of the Latah
County Board of Equalization (BOE) denying the protests of valuation for taxing purposes of 31
properties (lots) described by parcel number in Attachment A.

The issue on appeal is whether 4.91 acres of land associated with 31 subdivision
lots qualifies as "land actively devoted to agriculture" pursuant to Idaho Code § 63-604.
The decisions of the Latah County Board of Equalization are affirmed.
FINDINGS OF FACT
The 31 subject lots have a total assessed land value of $1,879,000.

The subject

assessments were prepared under the market value standard. Appellant requests the land's
assessed value be reduced to $4,650. The claim is made pursuantto the agricultural exemption
where the subject land was purportedly used in connection with cropland farming.
In total, the 31 subject lots comprise 4.91 acres. All the subject lots are located in Phase
1 of the Indian Hills Sixth Addition to the City of Moscow. Phase 1 was platted in early 2008

-1- '
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together with two (2) other phases. Also in 2008, Phase 1 was improved with infrastructure
which included developed roadways

were dedicated to the City of Moscow.

According to Appellant, all the lots in each of the three (3) phases were planted and
harvested in 2009, but only Phases II and III were given the agricultural exemption for the 2009
tax year. It was explained Indian Hills Sixth Addition was adjacent to almost 400 acres owned
and farmed by Appellant's owners in connection with a family farming business. Taxpayer
reported the subject lots were farmed in conjunction with the adjacent land in 2009.
Appellant claimed the subject lots were actively devoted to agriculture, Le. they were used
to produce a grain crop.

A map from the Farm Service Agency (State Department of

Agriculture), dated June 10, 2009, was submitted as Appellant's Exhibit C. The map identified
cropland property, and this area included the acreage associated with the subject lots.
Photographs of the subject lots were also submitted to show the crop existing in 2009. The
photographs were taken in June of 2009.
The land was prepared by Appellant's owners for planting during the fall of 2008. Spring
Wheat was subsequently planted in the spring of 2009.

Photographs of f~rm machinery

harvesting the subject property in 2009 were submitted. In the photographs the subdivision's
sidewalks and roadways were apparent, as well as utility boxes and markers. These harvest
photographs were taken in August of 2009.
Appel/ant offered a letter, dated August 14, 2009, from the City of Moscow Community
Development Director. The letter reported Indian Hills Sixth Addition had been historically used
for agricultural purposes. It also reported the entire Sixth Addition was tilled in the fall of 2008
after construction on Phase 1 was completed and noted the spring wheat planting in 2009. The
letter reported a finding that the agricultural use within the Indian Hills Sixth Addition was a legal
-2-
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non-conforming use and not in violation of the City's Zoning Code.
Copies of two Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions (CC&R's) were submitted. One
set applied to the single-family lots in Phase 1 and the other was for the multi-family lots. Both
covenants stated their lots were adjacent to farmland and the Declarant intended to continue
farming and that the owners agreed not to take any action to impede the farming operation.
Article III of the first set of CC&R's, titled Lot Use and Conveyance, directed that all lots
shall be used for single-family residential purposes. Article III of the second set of CC&R's, also
titled Lot Use and Conveyance, directed the zoning ofthe lots was to be multi-family residential.
Mr. Ted Thompson testified topsoil was removed in 200B primarily where the streets were
installed, and that very little was removed on the individual lots. He also stated that after
construction was completed, the contractor left the lots ready for planting. Mr. Thomspon
reported several of the steeper lots' surfaces were too smooth and these were chisel plowed to
prevent erosion until the spring crop could be planted. It was stated farming was the best way
to maintain the lots. He testified spring wheat was planted on the subject lots in 2009 and
harvested in August of 2009.

There were no structures on any of the subject lots.

Mr.

Thompson noted the sold lots with non appealed lot assessments were also farmed at the
request of the new owners. In answer to a question from the County, Mr. Thompson testified
a fall wheat crop is always planted before January 1, while a spring wheat crop is never planted
before January 1.
Appellant referenced the Idaho State Board of Tax Appeals' decision in Idaho Trust
Deeds, LLC v. Twin Falls County, Appeal Nos. OB-A-27B7 thru OB-A-2B10 (200B), and

maintained the facts and law in that case involving 25 unsold residential lots were the same as
in the subject situation. The 25 lots were there found by the Board to be in agricultural use and
-3-
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were granted the agricultural exemption.
The County contended the actual and functional use of the 31 subject lots was residential
use. The County maintained the property was not in a qualifying agricultural use on the germane
assessment date of January 1, 2009. Appellant countered the property was prepared in the fall
prior to this date for planting and subsequently planted in the spring of 2009.
The County noted the platting of land alone, would not preclude it from qualifying for the
agricultural exemption. What the County asserted was that the subject CC&R's prohibited
agricultural use. While Appellant argued agricultural use was not prohibited, and that a proper
construction of the CC&R's revealed agricultural use was permitted.
Copies of two (2) 2009 assessment notices for lots in the Indian Hills Sixth Addition which
received the agricultural exemption were submitted. The lots' land was assessed for $150 each
as agricultural land. Appellant stated this was the basis for the claimed values on each subject
lot.
The County maintained the "actual and functional use" of the subject lots was residential.
It was stated to be the existing and designed use on January 1, 2009. The County consideration
ofthe subject lots found the topsoil was predominantly removed in 2008 to facilitate development
of infrastructure and residential construction. The Phase 1 lots were also marketed beginning
in 2008, with some subsequently selling as residential lots.

At present some residential

construction has occurred and the subject lots continue to be marketed as residential lots.
Respondent noted Idaho Code § 63-205 requires property be assessed annually on
January 1. The County contended no qualifying agricultural use of the subject parcels occurred
in 2008 nor was there an agricultural use on January 1,2009. Section 63-604, I.C., describes
the qualification criteria for land actively devoted to agriculture. The County reported platted lots
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that had not had the topsoil removed, and had not been developed, and that were not being
marketed and sold as residential lots, and which further had been continuously farmed, were
assessed as agricultural land.

The County reported the City of Moscow zoning codes were

not considered in the use and assessment of the subject land. Respondent contended the
actual and functional use of subject lots was a residential use and that a bona fide agricultural
use did not occur in 2008 before the 2009 lien date. Therefore it concluded the subject parcels
were ineligible for an agricultural assessment in 2009.
The County also submitted photographs of the subject lots. The County Appraiser opined
photograph No. 5 showed the adjacent farm ground and the subject lots and a marked
difference in crop quality. Appellant reported the subject lots were planted with a smaller
seeding apparatus and that the seed and fertilizer were mixed together. From the photograph,
it is obvious the 2009 subject lots planting did not work as well as the adjacent farm ground
planting. Additional photographs also depicted differences in the crop on the other phases of
the subdivision compared to the subject lots.
An aerial photograph dated 2008 indicated a "brown color" for the other phases of the
subdivision, while Phase 1 lots were showing a "white color". The County concluded from this
photograph thaUhe topsoil was removed at the time. Appellant disagreed offering testimony that
the topsoil was not removed from the individual lots, but only where roads were installed. In
closing, the County Appraiser concluded the intent for the subject property was to convert
agricultural land to a residential subdivision use.
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
This Board's goal in its hearings is the acquisition of sufficient, accurate evidence to
support a determination of fair market value or exempt status. This Board, giving full oppo'rtunity
-5-
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for all arguments and having considered all testimony and documentary evidence submitted by
the parties in support of their respective positions, hereby enters the following.
The issue in these appeals is whether4.91 acres of land, associated with 31 subdivision
lots, qualifies as land actively devoted to agriculture pursuant to the definitions in Idaho Code

§ 63-604. See a/so Section 63-602K, I.C.
Idaho Code describes what land may be assessed and taxed as agricultural land.
Portions of Section 63-604 follow.
63-604. Land actively devoted to agriculture defined.
(1) For property tax purposes, land which is actively devoted to agriculture shall be
eligible for appraisal, assessment and taxation as agricultural property each year
it meets one (1) or more of the following qualifications:
(a) The total area of such land, including the homesite, is more than five (5)
contiguous acres, and is actively devoted to agriculture which means:

(i) It is used to produce field crops including, but not limited to, grains, feed crops,
fruits and vegetables; or
.
(b) The area of such land is five (5) contiguous acres or less and such land has
been actively devoted to agriculture within the meaning of subsection (1 )(a) of this
section during the last three (3) growing seasons; and
(i) It agriculturally produces for sale or home consumption the equivalent offifteen
percent (15%) or more of the owner's or lessee's annual gross income: or
(ii) It agriculturally produced gross revenues in the immediately preceding year of
one thousand dollars ($1,000) or more. When the area of land is five (5)
contiguous acres or less, such land shall be presumed to be nonagricultural land
until it is established that the requirements of this subsection have been met.
(2) Land shall not be classified or valued as agricultural land which is part of a
platted subdivision with stated restrictions prohibiting its use for agricultural
purposes, whether within or without a city.
(7) As used in this section:
(a) "Contiguous" means being in actual contact or touching along a boundary or
at a point, except no area of land shall be considered not contiguous solely by
reason of a roadway or other right-of-way ....
-6-
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The Supreme Court held in a RoederHoldings, L.L.C. v. BOE of Ada County, 136 Idaho
809 (2001) that a claim of exemption from tax must be justified, if at all, by the terms of the

statute. A taxpayer must show clear entitlement to the exemption claimed.
This claim for an agricultural exemption concerns a contiguous land ownership with a total
of 4.91 acres. In this instance, the Board began its review by determining the total land area
being

considered~

Thirty-one lots under the same ownership were appealed where the total

acreage was 4.91 acres. This was immediately different than the facts found in the Idaho Trust
Deeds case which involved a farmed rand area over five (5) contiguous acres in size.

In the

case at bar, the evidence (record) focused on the subject 31 lots. Taxpayer did not specify and
support a different size unit for review purposes, nor did it appeal any other parcel assessments
in conjunction with the subject lots. On review therefore, we find the pertinent qualification
criteria to consider is that contained within subsection (1)(b).
The qualification criteria for a contiguous land area over five (5) acres and that applicable
to a contiguous land area five (5) acres or less are quite different.

Under the pertinent

subsection, a land area of 4.91 acres is presumed to be nonagricultural land and production
figures are key toward meeting threshold requirements.
The subject land is 31 lots within a subdivision. The Board did not find Subsection 63604(2) determinative. Evidence in record supported where the land at issue could continue to
be legally farmed after platting. The record did not demonstrate a clear prohibition to the
continued cropland use (agricultural use) ofthe subject lots as of January 1,2009 or subsequent
to platting.
Key to our ultimate determination was that Appellant provided no substantive or detailed
evidence ofthe gross income derived from the subject lots in 2008, "the immediately preceding
-7-
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year".

Subsection 63-604(1)(b)(ii).

Nor was there any substantive and detailed financial

evidence in record to support qualification under Subsection 63-604( 1)(b )(i). Much of the record
dealt with changes to the subject land during 2008 and why there was no crop planted or
harvested in that year. Other evidence dealt with the owner's farming activities and the limited
production on the 31 lots in 2009, Le. during the period following the current assessment date.
Section 63-205, I.C. Merely prepping the ground in 2008 by returning it to a more suitable
condition for future farming did not produce any production nor income.
Specific to a land area of five (5) contiguous acres or less, is whether the land produced
(past tense) sufficiently to meet certain expressed "financial" thresholds.

On this aspect,

Taxpayer failed to offer good evidence and has not supported entitlement to an agricultural
exemption in 2009.

In accordance with the above, the Board finds the land associated with the 31 subject lots
does not qualify for the agricultural exemption claimed. Appellant did not challenge the market
values estimated for the subject lots. The claim on appeal was strictly one of exemption which
we have determined was not supported. Therefore the latah County Board of Equalization's
market valuations of the 31 subject lots will be affirmed.

-8-
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FINAL ORDER
In accordance with the foregoing Final Decision,

IS ORDERED that the decisions of

the Latah County Board of Equalization concerning the 31 subject lots be, and the same hereby
are, AFFIRMED. The claims for agricultural exemptions are DENIED.

DATED this

l~aYOf j~

1

2010 .

IDAHO BOARD OF TAX APPEALS

~~~~
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ATTACHMENT A

Before the State Board of Tax Appeals
TAXPAYER THOMPSON DEVELOPMENT, LLC
2009 Appeals from Latah County

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

Appeal No. Parcel No.
09-A-1885 RPM04970030170A
09-A-1886 RPM04970030090A
09-A-1887 RPM04970030080A
09-A-1888 RPM04970030070A
09-A-1889 RPM04970030060A
09-A-1890 RPM04970030050A
09-A-1891 RPM04970030040A
09-A-1892 RPM04970020060A
09-A-1893 RPM04970020070A
09-A-1894 RPM049700300 1OA
09-A-1895 RPM04970020 1OOA
09-A-1896 RPM04970020090A
09-A-1897 RPM04970020080A
09-A-1898 RPM04970020040A
09-A-1899 RPM04970020030A
09-A-1900 . RPM04970040050A
09-A-190 1 RPM049700200 1OA
09-A-1902 RPM04970030 160A
09-A-1903 RPM04970040010A
09;-A-1904 RPM04970040020A
09-A-1905 RPM04970040030A
09-A-1906 RPM04970040060A
09-A-1907 RPM04970030020A
09-A-1908 RPM04970030030A
09-A-1909 RPM04970050030A
09-A-1910 RPM04970050040A
09-A-1911 RPM04970050050A
09-A-1912 RPM04970050060A
09-A-1913 RPM04970050070A
09-A-1914 RPM04970050080A
09-A-1915 RPM04970050090A
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NOTICE OF APPEAL PRIVILEGES
Enclosed is a Final Decision and Order of the Idaho State Board of Tax Appeals
concerning 31 appeals.
Motion for reconsideration of the hearing record or motion for rehearing the appeal (with
good cause detailed) may be made by filing such motion with the Clerk of the Board within ten
(10) days of mailing of the Final Decision and Order, with a copy of the motion being sent to all
other parties to the proceeding before the Board.
According to Idaho Code § 63-3812, either party can appeal to the district court from this
decision. Pursuant to Idaho Code § 63-3812, the appeal shall be taken and perfected in
accordance with Rule 84 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
Ip/sw
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTI

=-th

that on this I ~ day of -4~

, 2010, I caused to be

served a true copy of the foregoing FINAL DECISION AND ORDER by the method indicated
below and addressed to each of the following:

Susan Wilson

!:!{'U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

208 S. Main Street Suite 2

D

Hand Delivered

D

STATEHOUSE MAIL

Moscow, ID 83843

Latah County Prosecutor
P.O. Box 8068
Moscow, ID 83843

o Overnight Mail
~.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

D
D

o

Latah County Assessor
P.O. Box 8068
Moscow, ID 83843

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
STATEHOUSE MAIL

~.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

o Hand Delivered
o Overnight Mail

STATEHOUSE MAIL
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I

8

--"~--

BEFORE THE IDAHO BOARD OF TAX APPEALS
IN THE MATTER OF THE APPEALS OF
THOMPSON DEVELOPMENT, LLC from
the decision of the Latah County Board of
Equalization for the tax year 2009.

)
)
)
)
)

APPEAL NOS. 09-A-1885
thru 09-A-1915
ORDER DENYING
RECONSIDERATION/REHEARI NG

On July 12, 2010, this Board issued a final decision and order affirming the decision of
the Latah County Board of Equalization denying exempt status on 4.91 acres of land. Following
proper notice, hearing in the matter was conducted on January 5, 2010.
On July 21, 2010, Appellant filed a motion for reconsideration and rehearing.
The motion alleged the Board overlooked and misconceived a material fact and
propositions of law, as well as potentially misconceived a material question in the case. It is
contended there was not a fair opportunity to address "the five-acre threshold" issue.
Respondent filed an answer on July 27,2010. The answer argued Appellant's motion for
reconsideration and rehearing should be denied.
Idaho Code § 63-3810 and BTA Rule 145 address motions for reconsideration and
rehearing. Such motions may be filed with the clerk of the Board within ten (10) days of mailing
of the Board's final decision. The subject motion and Respondent's response were timely.
A motion for rehearing or reconsideration will be denied except on a strong showing of
omission of evidence, insufficiency of tile evidence, unfair procedure, failure of the Board to
properly consider all the evidence presented, or failure to ~onsider a/l dispositive issues. A
misconceived proposition of law is also considered good cause.
The Board believes it understands the facts of record and pertinent law. Appellant
received a fair hearing. We find no compelling reason to grant reconsideration or rehearing.
NO GOOD CAUSE HAVING BEEN SHOWN, this Board DENIES the motion for
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reconsideration and rehearing, AND IT IS SO ORDERED.
DATED this

13~daYOf f\~~

,2010.

IDAHO BOARD OF TAX APPEALS

~~~/
t.:E R. COBBS
I :J~ E. -n::!!...J~,
DAVID E. KIN~

_,~n~cS
LINDA S. PIKE

A

__

<Ak

NOTICE OF APPEAL PRIVILEGES
Enclosed is a final order of the Idaho State Board of Tax Appeals concerning multiple
appeals.
According to Idaho Code § 63-3812, either party can appeal to the district court from this
decision. Pursuant to Idaho Code § 63-3812, the appeal shall be taken and perfected in
accordance with Rule 84 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
sw
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
~

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
served a true copy of

13

day of

A'\.t...~~

I

2010, I caused to

foregoing ORDER DENYING RECONSIDERATION/REHEARI

by

the method indicated below and addressed to each of the following:

Susan Wilson

L~s. Mail, Postage Prepaid

208 S. Main Street Suite 2

LJ

Hand Delivered

o

STATEHOUSE MAIL

Moscow, 10 83843

Latah County Prosecutor
Adrienne Willems
P.O. Box 8068

o Overnight Mail

g-U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

o
o

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail

Moscow, 10 83843

o STATEHOUSE MAIL

Latah County Assessor

L~u.s. Mail, Postage Prepaid

P.O. Box 8068

LJ

Moscow, 10 83843

o

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail

o STATEHOUSE MAIL
\
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SUSAN R. WILSON
ATTORNEY AT LAW, PLLC
208 S. Main St. Ste 2
Moscow, ID 83843
Telephone: (208) 882-8060
Fax: (866) 221-9397
Email: sw2@moscow.com
ISB No. 7374
Attorney for Petitioner

IN

DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR

THOMPSON DEVELOPMENT, LLC
an Idaho limited liability company,
Petitioner,

v.
LATAH COUNTY BOARD OF
EQUALIZATION
Respondent
IN THE MATTER OF THE APPEAL
OF DENIAL OF AGRICULTURAL
EXEMPTION FOR TAX YEAR 2010

~
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. _ _ _ _ _ __

PETITION FOR
JUDICIAL REVIEW
Category: L3
Fee: $88

COMES NOW the Petitioner, Thompson Development, LLC, by and through its attorney
of record, Susan R. Wilson, Attorney at Law, respectfully petitions this Court, pursuant to Idaho
Code 63-511(3) and Rule 84 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, for judicial review of the
final decision of the Board of Equalization of Latah County (hereinafter "BOE") for tax year
2010, which was dated and mailed to the Petitioner July 21,2010. A copy ofth~ final decision is
attached as Exhibit A. In support thereof, the Petitioner alleges as follows:

PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW - PAGE 1 of 4
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1. This Petition is taken to the Second Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for
the County of Latah. Jurisdiction and venue is proper pursuant to I.C. 63-511(3) as
the property affected by the tax assessment is located in Latah County, State of Idaho.
2. This Petition is timely filed pursuant I.C. 63-511 as it is filed within 30 days of the
final decision issued by the BOE and dated July 21,2010.
3. Petitioner has been aggrieved because the BOE has denied the Petitioner an
agricultural exemption for Petitioner's property located in Latah County, Idaho.
4. There was a hearing and oral presentation before the BOE on July 12, 2010. That
hearing was recorded by audio, and upon information and belief, the audio recording
is in the possession of the clerk of the Latah County Commissioners. The address of
the Latah County Commissioners is 522 S. Adams, Moscow, Idaho 83843.
5. The issue for judicial review is whether or not the Petitioner is entitled to an
agricultural exemption pursuant to I.C. 63-604 for land located in Latah County
which Petitioner owns and has actively devoted to agriculture. Pursuant to I.R.C.P.
Rule 84(d)(5) a more detailed statement of the issues for judicial review may be
forthcoming. Also pursuant to I.R.C.P. Rule 84, Petitioner reserves the right to assert
other issues.
6. Pursuant to Rule 84(d)(7), I, Susan R. Wilson, certify that I am the attorney for
Petitioner; that I have requested a transcript of the audio recording of the hearing; and
I have paid an estimated fee for the transcript and the preparation of the record to
Latah County Auditor in Moscow, Idaho.
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7. Petitioner intends to file a Petition for Judicial Review as to the decision of the Idaho
Board of Tax Appeals denying the agricultural exemption for Petitioner's property for
the tax year 2009. The issues for judicial review of the Idaho Board of Tax Appeals
and the Latah County Board of Equalization concern the same property and the same
denial of an agricultural exemption for both tax years, 2009 and 2010, respectively. In
an effort to preserve costs and promote efficiency, Petitioner requests a consolidation
of these cases.

DATED this 20th day of August, 2010.
SUSAN R. WILSON,
ATTORNEY AT LAW, PLLC

By:

~o.:~. U~~
Susan R. Wilson, Attorney for Petitioner
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I hereby certify that on the 20th day of August, 2010, I caused a true and correct copy of the
foregoing PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW to be served as indicated upon the following in
the manner set forth below.
IDAHO BOARD OF TAX APPEALS
Clerk to the Board
3380 Americana Terrace Ste 110
Boise, ID 83706

[X]
[ ]
[X]
[ ]

U.S. Mail
Overnight Mail
Fax: 208.334.4060
Hand Delivery

LATAH COUNTY ASSESSOR
P.O. Box 8068
Moscow, ID 83843

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[X]

U.S. Mail
Overnight Mail
Fax:
Hand Delivery

LATAH COUNTY PROSECUTOR
P.O. Box 8068
Moscow,ID 83843

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[X]

U.S. Mail
Overnight Mail
Fax:
Hand Delivery

LATAH COUNTY AUDITOR
P.O. Box 8068
Moscow,ID 83843

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ X]

U.S. Mail
Overnight Mail
Fax:
Hand Delivery

SUSAN R. WILSON, ATTORNEY AT LAW

BY:~lunn
?Wk
Sus
. Wilson, Attorney for PetItIOner
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Latah County
BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
P.O. Box 8068 ~ 522 South Adams I) Moscow, Idaho 83843
(208) 883-7208 • fax (208) 883-2280 ~ e-mail bocc@latah.id.us

Jennifer Barrett

~

Tom S. Stroschein

~

John A. "Jack" Nelson

NOTICE OF ACTION
To:

Thompson Development, LLC
c/o Susan R. Wilson, Attorney
208 S. Main St. Ste. 2
Moscow ID 83843

Subject:

Appeal of Property Assessment
Property Owner: Thompson Development, LLC
Type of Property: Real Property
Parcel Numbers: RPM04970030 160A, RPM0497003040A, RPM04970040050A,
RPM04970040060A,
RPM04970020030A,
RPM04970020080A,
RPM04970030020A,
RPM04970030070A,
RPM04970040030A,
RPM04970050060A,

RPM049700400 lOA,
RPM04970020040A,
RPM04970020090A,
RPM04970030030A,
RPM04970030080A,
RPM04970050030A,
RPM04970050070A,

RPM04970030 170A,
RPM04970020060A,
RPM04970020 I OOA,
RPM04970030050A,
RPM04970030090A,
RPM04970050040A,
RPM0497005Q080A,

RPM049700200 lOA,
RPM04970020070A,
RPM049700300 lOA,
RPM04970030060A,
RPM04970040020A,
RPM04970050050A,
RPM04970050090A

Pursuant to Idaho Code 63-501 the Latah County Board Commissioners met as a Board of
Equalization (BOE) on June 28 through July 12, 2010 and moved and ordered to uphold the
Assessor's valuation of all Parcel Numbers listed above for tax year 2010.
If you feel this decision is incorrect, you may file an appeal within thirty (30) days of the mailing of
this notice pursuant to Idaho Code 63-2210. The appeal form for. this process is available at the
office of the Latah County Auditor, Room 101, Latah County Courthouse, P.O. Box 8068, Moscow,
Idaho,83843. You may request a form be mailed to you by calling (208) 883-2249.
Sincerely,

.-J!

/\. .
J -0
/'. - .~,.;{\ 1)
. " (<'.A
v . . ..:--'.
\ ,/ L L.,.'vv{;."' .
f

, .

i.... j

1"-5:/

.~/

;

Jennifer Barrett
Chair

7Jj)~

~"~troschein .

~,~~~
Commissioner

Commissioner

Attest:

~\cbu~

Cler~

Date:

t~2"{ -

(D

BOCC/kru'
Encl
Cc: (w/out enclosure)
Patrick Vaughan, Assessor
Susan R. Petersen, Clerk
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LATAH COUNTY
BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS/BOARD OF EQUALIZATION

MOTION AND ORDER
P.O. Box 8068 ~ 522 South Adanis ~ Moscow, Idaho 83843
(208) 883-7208 ~ fax (208) 883-2280 • e-maii bocc@latah.id.us

~;ztf .

COMMISSIONER
MOVES THAT THE BOARD OF COUNTY
COMMISSIONERS SITTING AS BOARD OF EQUALIZATION, In the matter of an Appeal of
Property Assessment by Thompson Development, LLC, Parcel Numbers RPM04970030160A,
RPM0497003040A, RPM04970040050A, RPM04970040060A, RPM0497G0400 lOA,
RPM04970030170A, RPM049700200 lOA, RPM04970020030A, RPM04970020040A,
RPM04970020060A, RPM04970020070A, ·RPM04970020080A, RPM04970020090A,
RPM04970020100A, RPM04970030010A, RPM04970030020A, RPM04970030030i\,
RPM04970030050A, RPM04970030060A, RPM04970030070A, RPM04970030080A,
RPM04970030090A, RPM04970040020A, RPM04970040030A, RPM04970050030A,
RPM.04970050040A, RPM04970050050A, RPM04970050060A, RPM04970050070A,
RPM04970050080A, RPM04970050090A: uphold the Assessor's Valuation for 2010 on all
parcels.

NO

ABSTAIN

L

John A. Nelson, Commissioner
ATTEST:

DATE:
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SUSAN R. WILSON
ATTORNEY ATLAW,PLLC
208 S. Main St. Ste 2
Moscow, ID 83843
Telephone: (208) 882-8060
Fax: (866) 221-9397
Email: sw2@moscow.com
ISB No. 7374
Attorney for Petitioner
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF
THOMPSON DEVELOPMENT, LLC
an Idaho limited liability company,
Petitioner,
v.
IDAHO BOARD OF TAX APPEALS
Respondent
IN THE MATTER OF THE APPEAL
OF DENIAL OF AGRICULTURAL
EXEMPTION FOR TAX YEAR 2009

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV 2010 - 00890

OBJECTION TO RECORD
AND
MOTION TO PRESENT
ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE

COMES NOW the Petitioner, Thompson Development, LLC, by and through its attorney
of record, Susan R. Wilson, Attorney at Law, and objects to the record provided by the Latah
County Clerk in this matter to the extent that said record is incomplete. As noted by the Clerk in
the Clerk's Record on Appeal filed September 2, 2010, the complete record of this appeal has
been requested by the Idaho Board of Tax Appeals for presentation to the Court. The Clerk's
record is contained within the Idaho Board of Tax Appeal's record. The Idaho Board of Tax
Appeals had not submitted its record of this matter prior to the filing of this Objection to Record
and Motion to Present Additional Evidence.
OBJECTION TO RECORD AND MOTION TO PRESENT ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE - PAGE lof3
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Petitioner further respectfully moves this Court, pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure Rule 84(1), for an opportunity to present additional evidence to the Court. Appeals
from the Idaho Board of Tax Appeals and the Latah County Board of Equalization to district
court are heard de novo (I.C. § 63-3812(c)), and therefore, the Petitioner intends to present the
Court with the entirety of its case, which may include additional evidence beyond that which can
be found in the records of each agency.

Petitioner intends to present evidence to show Petitioner's farmland qualifies for the
agricultural exemption permitted under I.C. § 63-604, including but not limited to the following:
that Petitioner owns in excess of five acres of contiguous farmland which qualifies for 'land
actively devoted to agriculture'; that Petitioner's farmland was actively devoted to agriculture in
tax years 2009 and 2010; and that the existing Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions recorded
against the farmland do not prohibit agricultural use.

A Motion to Consolidate the instant matter with Latah County Case No. CV 2010-00890
has been submitted by the Petitioner for consideration by this Court. Petitioner respectfully
requests that the Court schedule a pre-trial conference under Rule 16(b) to discuss scheduling
issues, and if desired by the Court to discuss the pending Motion to Consolidate.

DATED this 14th day of September, 2010.

SUSAN R. WILSON,
ATTORNEY ATLAW,PLLC

By:

~~r;;. u)~
Susan R. Wilson, Attorney for Petitioner
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 14th day of September, 2010, I caused a true and coneet eopy of the
foregoing OBJECTION TO RECORD AND MOTION TO PRESENT ADDITIONAL
EVIDENCE to be served as indicated upon the following in the manner set forth below.
IDAHO BOARD OF TAX APPEALS
Clerk to the Board
3380 Americana Tenace Ste 110
Boise,ID 83706

[X]
[ ]
[X]
[ ]

U.S. Mail
Ovemight Mail
Fax: 208.334.4060
Hand Delivery

LATAH COUNTY ASSESSOR
P.O. Box 8068
Moscow,ID 83843

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[X]

U.S. Mail
Overnight Mail
Fax:
Hand Delivery

LATAH COUNTY PROSECUTOR
P.O. Box 8068
Moscow,ID 83843

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[X]

U.S. Mail
Overnight Mail
Fax:
Hand Delivery

LATAH COUNTY AUDITOR
P.O. Box 8068
Moscow,ID 83843

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[X]

U.S. Mail
Overnight Mail
Fax:
Hand Delivery

SUSAN R. WILSON, ATTORNEY AT LAW

an R. Wilson, Attorney for Petitioner
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SUSAN R. WILSON
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
208 S. Main S1. Ste 2
Moscow, ID 83843
Telephone: (208) 882-8060
Fax: (866) 221-9397
Email: sw2@moscow.com
ISB No. 7374
Attorney for Petitioner

IN THE DISTRICT COURT
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
THOMPSON DEVELOPMENT, LLC
an Idaho limited liability company,
Petitioner,
v.
LATAH COUNTY BOARD OF
EQUALIZATION
Respondent
IN THE MATTER OF THE APPEAL
OF DENIAL OF AGRICULTURAL
EXEMPTION FOR TAX YEAR 2010

SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT
AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH

) Case No. CV 2010 - 00891
)
)
)
)
MOTION TO PRESENT
)
ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

COMES NOW the Petitioner, Thompson Development,LLC, by and through its attorney
of record, Susan R. Wilson, Attorney at Law, respectfully moves this Court, pursuant to Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure Rule 84(1), for an opportunity to present additional evidence to the
Court.

Appeals from the Idaho Board of Tax Appeals and the Latah County Board of

Equalization to district court are heard de novo (LC. § 63-3812(c)), and therefore, the Petitioner
intends to present the Court with the entirety of its case, which may include additional evidence
beyond that which can be found in the records of each agency.
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Petitioner intends to present evidence to show Petitioner's farmland qualifies for the
agricultural exemption pennitted under

§ 63-604, including but not limited to the following:

that Petitioner owns in excess of five acres of contiguous farmland which qualifies for 'land
actively devoted to agriculture'; that Petitioner's farmland was actively devoted to agriculture in
tax years 2009 and 2010; and that the existing Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions recorded
against the farmland do not prohibit agricultural use.
A Motion to Consolidate the instant matter with Latah County Case No. CV 2010-00890
has been submitted by the Petitioner for consideration by this Court. Petitioner respectfully
requests that the Court schedule a pre-trial conference under Rule 16(b) to discuss scheduling
issues, and if desired by the Court to discuss the pending Motion to Consolidate.
DATED this 14th day of September, 2010.

SUSAN R. WILSON,
ATTORNEY AT LAW, PLLC

~
0
'k~
By:'-~(),j{\
',"., \;()
Susan R. Wilson, Attorney for Petitioner
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 14th day of September, 2010, I caused a true and coned copy of the
foregoing MOTION TO PRESENT ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE to be served as indicated upon
the following in the manner set forth below.
IDAHO BOARD OF TAX APPEALS
Clerk to the Board
3380 Americana Terrace Ste 110
Boise, ID 83706

[X]
[ ]
[X]
[ ]

U.S. Mail
Overnight Mail
Fax: 208.334.4060
Hand Delivery

LATAH COUNTY ASSESSOR
P.O. Box 8068
Moscow,ID 83843

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ X]

U.S. Mail
Overnight Mail
Fax:
Hand Delivery

LATAH COUNTY PROSECUTOR
P.O. Box 8068
Moscow,ID 83843

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[X]

U.S. Mail
Overnight Mail
Fax:
Hand Delivery

LATAH COUNTY AUDITOR
P.O. Box 8068
Moscow, ID 83843

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[X]

U.S. Mail
Overnight Mail
Fax:
Hand Delivery

SUSANR. WILSON,ATTORNEY AT LAW
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SUSAN R. WILSON
ATTORNEY AT LAW, PLLC
208 S. Main St. Ste 2
Moscow, ID 83843
Telephone: (208) 882-8060
Fax: (866) 221-9397
Email: sw2@moscow.com
ISB No. 7374
Attorney for Petitioner
DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY
THOMPSON DEVELOPMENT, LLC
an Idaho limited liability company,
Petitioner,

v.
LATAH COUNTY BOARD OF
EQUALIZATION
Respondent
IN THE MATTER OF THE APPEAL
OF DENIAL OF AGRICULTURAL
EXEMPTION FOR TAX YEAR 2010

) Case No. CV 2010 - 00891
)
)
)
)
MOTION TO CONSOLIDATE
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

COMES NOW the Petitioner, Thompson Development, LLC, by and through its attorney
of record, Susan R. Wilson, Attorney at Law, respectfully moves this Court for an Order to
Consolidate the instant action with Latah County Case No. CV 2010-00890, THOMPSON
DEVELOPMENT, LLC (Petitioner) v. IDAHO BOARD OF TAX APPEALS (Respondent)
pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule 42(a). In support thereof, the Petitioner alleges
as follows:
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MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT
MOTION TO CONSOLIDATE

I. FACTS
Petitioner has filed Petitions for Judicial Review of the decisions by the Idaho Board of
Tax Appeals and the Latah County Board of Equalization to deny Petitioner the agricultural
exemption for tax years 2009 and 2010 respectively. Both petitions involve common parties,
witnesses, and questions of law, arising out of the same factual nexus, to wit: both cases deal
with the appeal of the denial by the Latah County Board of Equalization of the agricultural
exemption provided for by Idaho Code 63-604 for farmland owned by the Petitioner. In both
cases, the Petitioner asserts that Petitioner's farmland was 'land actively devoted to agriculture'
as defined by Idaho Code 63-604, and therefore qualified for the agricultural exemption for tax
purposes. In both cases, the agencies denied the agricultural exemption. The only substantive
difference between the two cases is that one case (CV 2010-00890) deals with the tax year 2009
and the other (CV 2010-00891) deals with the tax year 2010.
II. LAW

Idaho case law has permitted a court to consolidate cases under I.R.C.P. Rule 42(a) when
"actions involving common questions of law or fact are pending." Keeven v. Estate of Keeven,
Idaho 290, 296 (Idaho Ct. App. 1994). Rule 42(a) states as follows:
When actions involving a common question of law or fact are pending
before the court, it may order a joint hearing or trial of any or all the
matters in issue in the actions; it may order all the actions consolidated;
and it may make such orders concerning proceedings therein as may tend
to avoid unnecessary costs or delay.
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Idaho Supreme Court case, Branom v. Smith Frozen Foods, 83 Idaho 502 (Idaho 1961) is
a foundational authority in Idaho for consolidation of cases. The Branom court held that in Idaho
consolidation is not a "matter of right" but that a trial court has the discretion to consolidate a
case pursuant to LR.C.P. Rule 42(a):
It is generally recognized that if the actions are such as may be

consolidated, [... ] the trial court is vested with a discretion to consolidate
or refuse to do so, and the exercise of such discretion will not be reviewed
except in a case of palpable abuse. fd at 508
Further, "Whenever the court is of the opinion that it may expedite its business and
further the interests of the litigants, at the same time minimizing the expense upon the public and
the litigants alike, the order of consolidation should be made." Branom at 508: Citing to: Hassing
v. Mutual Life Ins. Co. of New York, 108 Utah 198, 159 P.2d 117. See also: Nelson v. Inland
Motor Freight Co., 60 Idaho 443, 92 P.2d 790 (1939). See also: Harrison v. Taylor, 115 Idaho

588 (1989).
Another Idaho court, in Nelson v. Inland Motor Freight Co., 60 Idaho 443, 92 P.2d 790
(1939), further expounded on the underlying policy of Rule 42 (a):
It is the policy of the law to limit the number of trials as far as possible.

When claims arise out of the same accident and one trial is sufficient to
determine all the facts, separate trials would be a waste of time and
expense. Id, 60 Idaho at 449,92 P.2d at 796.
III. ANALYSIS
Appeals from the Idaho Board of Tax Appeals and the Latah County Board of
Equalization to district court are heard de novo (I.e. § 63-3812(c)), and therefore, evidence
beyond the record of these agencies will be presented. The parties, witnesses and evidence
presented in each of these matters will be substantially the same. The question of law and fact
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will also be substantially the same in each action: Does the Petitioner's farmland qualifY for the
agricultural exemption for the tax years 2009 and 201 O?

IV. CONCLUSION
In the interest of expediency, justice and finality, these cases should be consolidated to
avoid the risk of inconsistent judgments, facilitate judicial economy, and save the litigants the
undue burden of having to litigate the same issue at the same time in two different actions.
Further, the consolidation of the above actions will not be prejudicial to any substantial right of
the Respondents.

Pursuant to LR.C.P. Rule 84(0), motions under petitions for judicial review are to be
determined without oral argument unless ordered by the Court. In this case, Petitioner is
available for oral argument should the Court so request.

Wherefore, the Petitioner respectfully requests the court consolidate the instant action
with Latah County Case No. CV 2010 -00890.

DATED this 14th day of September, 2010.

SUSAN R. WILSON,
ATTORNEY ATLAW,PLLC
f

By~S\2.~Q~
Susan R. Wilson, Attorney for Petitioner
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I hereby certify that on the 14th day of September, 2010, I caused a true and correct copy of the
foregoing MOTION TO CONSOLIDATE to be served as indicated upon the following in the
manner set forth below.
IDAHO BOARD OF TAX APPEALS
Clerk to the Board
3380 Americana Terrace Ste 110
Boise, ID 83706
LATAH COUNTY ASSESSOR
P.O. Box 8068
Moscow, [D 83843

[X]
[

]

[X]
[

]

[
[
[

]
]
]

U.S. Mail
Overnight Mail
Fax: 208.334.4060
Hand Delivery

[X]

U.S. Mail
Overnight Mail
Fax:
Hand Delivery

LATAH COUNTY PROSECUTOR
P.O. Box 8068
Moscow,ID 83843

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[X]

U.S. Mail
Overnight Mail
Fax:
Hand Delivery

LATAH COUNTY AUDITOR
P.O. Box 8068
Moscow, ID 83843

[
[
[

]
]
]

U.S. Mail
Overnight Mail
Fax:
Hand Delivery

[X]

SUSAN R. WILSON, ATTORNEY AT LAW
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH
THOMPSON DEVELOPMENT, LLC, )
an Idaho limited liability company,
)
)
Petitioner,
)

Case No. CV-2010-890

)
)
)

vs.

IDAHO BOARD OF TAX APPEALS,

)
)

Respondent.
.)
------------"-------------------------------------------)
IN THE MATTER OF THE APPEAL )
OF DENIAL OF AGRICULTURAL,
)
EXEMPTION FOR TAX YEAR 2009 )

-------------------------)

THOMPSON DEVELOPMENT, LLC, )
an Idaho limited liability company,
)
Petitioner,
vs.

LATAH COUNTY BOARD OF
EQUALIZATION,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2010-891

ORDER SETTING STATUS
CONFERENCE

Respondent.
)
-------------------------------------------------------- )
IN THE MATTER OF THE APPEAL )
OF DENIAL OF AGRICULTURAL
)
EXEMPTION FOR TAX YEAR 2010 )

-------------------------)
It is ORDERED that a status conference be conducted by telephone conference

call, to be initiated by the Court, at 9:30 A.M. on December 6,2010, at which time all

ORDER SETTING STATUS CONFERENCE - 1
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counsel for the respective parties shall be available to participate in such conference
calL
DATED this

JfL 1:1, of. November, 2010.

Mf\~

2-n R.

StegM~

District Judge

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I do hereby certify that a full,
true and correct copy of the foregoing

ORDER SETTING STATUS
CONFERENCE was hand delivered to:
SUSAN PETERSEN
LATAH COUNTY AUDITOR
WILLIAM W. THOMPSON, JR.
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
PATRICK VAUGHAN
LATAH COUNTY ASSESSOR
and transmitted by facsimile to:
IDAHO BOARD OF TA..X APPEALS
CLERK TO THE BOARD
208-334-4060
SUSAN R. WILSON
ATTORNEY FOR PETITIONER
866-221-9397
on this ~Tay of November 2010

J
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THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH
THOMPSON DEVELOPMENT, LLC, )
an Idaho limited liability company,
)

Case No. CV-2010-890

)

Petitioner,

)
)

vs.

)
)

IDAHO BOARD OF TAX APPEALS,

)
)

Respondent.
)
-------------------------------- -- ----------- --- -,--- ---- )
IN THE MATTER OF THE APPEAL )
OF DENIAL OF AGRICULTURAL
)
EXEMPTION FOR TAX YEAR 2009 )

------------------------)

THOMPSON DEVELOPMENT, LLC, )
an Idaho limited liability company,
)

Case No. CV-2010-891

)

Petitioner,
vs.

LATAH COUNTY BOARD OF
EQUALIZATION,

)
)
)
)

ORDER SETTING HEARING

)
)
)

Respondent.
)
--------------------------------------------------------)
IN THE MATTER OF THE APPEAL )
OF DENIAL OF AGRICULTURAL
)
EXEMPTION FOR TAX YEAR 2010 )

-------------------------)
IT IS ORDERED:
(1) Hearing on all motions for summary judgment is scheduled on February

ORDER SETTING HEARING' - 1
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I do hereby certify that a full,
true arid correct copy of the foregoing

ORDER SETTING HEARING
was hand delivered to:
ADRIENNE WILLEMS
DEPUTY PROSECUTOR

and transmitted by facsimile to:
SUSAN R. WILSON
ATTORNEY FOR PETITIONER
866-221-9397

on this

~ay of December 2010. _
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH
THOMPSON DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an )
Idaho limited liability company,
)

Case No. CV-2010-890

)

Petitioner,
vs.

IDAHO BOARD OF TAX APPEALS,
Respondent.
IN THE MATTER OF THE APPEAL OF
DENIAL OF AGRICULTURAL
EXEMPTION FOR TAX YEAR 2009

)
)
)
)

ORDER GRANTING MOTION
TO CONSOLIDATE

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

--------------------------)
THOMPSON DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an )
Idaho limited liability company,
)
Petitioner,
vs.

LATAH COUNTY BOARD OF
EQUALIZATION,
Respondent.
IN THE MATTER OF THE APPEAL OF
DENIAL OF AGRICULTURAL
EXEMPTION FOR TAX YEAR 2010

Case No. CV-2010-891

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO CONSOLIDATE

b50

These matters came before the Court at a status conference held on
December 6, 2010. The conference was conducted by telephone, and counsel for the
respective parties participated. Because these cases share common questions of law
and fact, consolidation of them is appropriate. Good cause appearing,
IT IS ORDERED that these two cases, case No. CV-2010-890 and case No.
CV-2010-891, are consolidated. The consolidated cause shall proceed uQ.der the title

Thompson Development, LLC, v. Idaho Board of Tax Appeals, et al., No. CV 2010890.
p

Dated this __ day of December 2010.

~f\~

Jolin R. Stegner
District Judge

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I do hereby certify that full, true, complete, and correct copies of the foregoing
order were delivered in the following manners to:
Adrienne Willems
Deputy Prosecutor

] U.S. Mail
] Overnight Mail
] Fax
L-] Hand Delivery

Susan R. Wilson
Attorney for Petitioner
Fax: 866-2219397

~

[
[
[

U.S.Mail
[ ] Overnight Mail
[-] Fax
[ ] Hand Delivery

I

Deputy Clerk

ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO CONSOLIDATE
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.Cv E10I
SUSAN R. WILSON
ATTORNEY ATLAW,PLLC
208 S. Main St. Ste 2
Moscow, ID 83843
Telephone: (208) 882-8060
Fax: (866) 221-9397
Email: sw2@moscow.com
ISB No. 7374
Attorney for Petitioner
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH
THOMPSON DEVELOPMENT, LLC
an Idaho limited liability company,

)
)
)
Petitioner,
)
)
v.
)
)
IDAHO BOARD OF TAX APPEALS,
)
etal.
)
)
Respondent
)
)
IN THE MATTER OF THE APPEAL )
OF DENIAL OF AGRICULTURAL )
EXEMPTION FOR TAX YEARS )
2009 and 2010
)
)

Case No. CV 2010 - 00890

MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

ORAL ARGUMENT REQUESTED

COMES NOW the Petitioner, Thompson Development, LLC, by and through its attorney
of record, Susan R. Wilson, Attorney at Law, PLLC and pursuant to I.R.C.P. 56 (b), and hereby
respectfully moves this Court to grant the Petitioner's Summary Judgment, finding that the
Petitioner is entitled to the agricultural exemption allowed under I.e. 63-604.
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This Motion is further supported by and incorporates the Brief in Support of Petitioner's
Motion for Summary Judgment and the Affidavit of Theodore C. Thompson, both filed
contemporaneously with this Motion.

DATED this

day of December, 2010.
SUSAN R. WILSON
ATTORNEY AT LAW, PLLC

etitioner
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SUSAN R. WILSON
ATTORNEY AT LAW, PLLC
208 S. Main St. Ste 2
Moscow, ID 83843
Telephone: (208) 882-8060
Fax: (866) 221-9397
Email: sw2@moscow.com
ISB No. 7374
Attorney for Petitioner

IN

DISTRICT COURT OF
SECOND
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
AND FOR

THOMPSON DEVELOPMENT, LLC
an Idaho limited liability company,
Petitioner,
v.
IDAHO BOARD OF TAX APPEALS,
etal.

IN THE MATTER OF THE APPEAL
OF DENIAL OF AGRICULTURAL
EXEMPTION FOR TAX YEARS
2009 and 2010

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV 2010 - 00890

BRIEF IN
OF
PETITIONER'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY

Petitioner Thompson Development, LLC, (hereafter "Thompson" or "Petitioner") by and
through its attorney of record, Susan R. Wilson of Susan R. Wilson Attomey At Law, PLLC,
respectfully submits this Brief in Support of Petitioner's Motion for Summary Judgment. Petitioner
requests oral argument on the Motion for Summary Judgment.
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This Brief and the Motion are further supported by the Affidavit of Theodore C. Thompson
(sometimes referred to as "Thompson Aff."), filed contemporaneously with this Brief and the
Motion, and referenced as Exhibit A.
Respondent will hereafter be referred to either as the "County" or "Respondent."

I.

INTRODUCTION

This case involves Petitioner's approximately 15-acre! parcel of ground, all of which should
have qualified for an agricultural exemption under I.C. §63-604 in 2009 and 2010. The County
agreed with Petitioner and recognized the exemption when assessing most of the 15 acre parcel, but
the County took it upon itselfto consider 4.91 acres of the parcel separately from the rest, denying
the exemption and assessing the 4.91 acres as if it were high-value residential property. So, the
parcel for which Petitioner seeks recognition of the agricultural exemption is approximately 15
acres in size, but the portion of that parcel most directly at issue because of the County's denial is
4.91 acres in size.
Although infrastructure improvements have been installed in a portion of the property,
Petitioner used, prepared, and dealt with the entire 15 acre parcel in customary and reasonable
fashion for agricultural purposes during televant times in 2008 through 2010. Petitioner and its
principals and predecessors in interest have farmed the parcel, along with approximately 400
adjacent acres of ground, for over 50 years. In recent years, Petitioner sought and obtained approval
1 As of December 31, 2008, the Petitioner owned 13.8 acres, consisting of Phase I lots and the majority of Phase II
and Phase III lots. Approximately 9 parcels were inadvertently left out of the December 31, 2008 deed and were
later conveyed to the Petitioner upon discovery in 2009. Further, seven lots were sold in the subdivision from 2008
through December 31, 2009. As of January 1, 2009, the Petitioner owned 13.88 acres. Additional lots were
conveyed to Petitioner in September 2009, resulting in Petitioner owning 15.97 acres as of January 1, 2010. The
Petitioner's principals and related family businesses own the adjacent approximately 400 acres. (Thompson Aff,
December 21, 2010 ~~ 6,7).
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for phased development of the ground, and has begun some preparatory development work and sold
a few lots. Petitioner has continued to view and use the remaining lots as farm ground, with some
intermittent, forward-looking preparatory work being done for future residential use in and around
farming cycles and farming operations. The infrastructure improvements performed on the 4.91
acres denied by the County, were done at times when no specific agricultural work was needed
during customary agricultural cycles. Further, the timing of some of the infrastructure work, as well
as some of the agricultural work, was done in reliance on representations made by County Assessor
representatives in response to inquiries by Petitioner's attorney. (See attached Exhibit B, Affidavit
of Counsel, December 22, 2010) Ultimately, the ground was properly prepped and crops were
ultimately farmed, on the property during relevant times, and the ground qualified for the
exemption.

II.

A.

SUMMARY JUDGMENT STANDARD AND

OF REVIEW

Comments on the summary judgment standard.

The Court knows the I.R. C.P. 5 6(c) summary judgment standard well, but a few points
warrant emphasis in this case.
The parties in this case anticipate filing cross-motions for summary judgment. This
changes some, but not all, of the proper summary judgment analysis and standards. Cross
motions, while allowing the court additional latitude in decision-making on summary judgment,
do not remove the County's duty to come forward with substantial evidence in support of its
case. As the Idaho Supreme Court has held: "[t]he fact that the parties have filed cross-motions
for summary judgment does not change the applicable standard of review, and this Court must
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evaluate each party's motion on its own merits .... [and] [w]here the case will be tried without a
jury, the district court, as the trier of fact, is entitled to draw the most probable inferences from
the undisputed evidence properly before it and grant the summary judgment motion in spite of
the potential of conflicting inferences." Farm Bureau Ins. Co. v. Kinsey, 234 P.3d 739, 742
(2010). The logical extension of this standard is that, ifthe County is unable to provide
substantial evidence to counter Petitioner's evidence, which is required as discussed below, there
are no inferences to be drawn in the County's favor, even under the altered approach warranted
by cross-motions.
As the Farm Bureau court held, cross-motions do not change the fundamental summary
judgment standard. Therefore, the following rules continue to apply. "Once the moving party
has properly supported the motion for sununary judgment with affidavits, admissions or
depositions, it is incumbent on the nonmoving party to present opposing evidence through
depositions, discovery responses and affidavits sufficient to create a genuine issue for trial."

Ryan v. Beisner, 123 Idaho 42, 45 (Ct. App. 1992); see also, Camp v. Jiminez, 107 Idaho 878,
882 (Ct. App. 1984). The Camp court made it clear that the defendant, in responding to the
plaintiff s sununary judgment motion, must provide facts of substance to demonstrate a genuine
issue, saying: "[u]nswom statements are entitled to no probative weight ... [and] mere denials
unaccompanied by facts admissible in evidence, and affidavits of counsel based upon hearsay
rather than upon personal knowledge, are insufficient to raise genuine issues of fact. Id
Similarly, the Idaho Supreme Court, in Golay v. Loomis, upheld sununary judgment in favor of
the plaintiff in a breach of contract suit, where the defendant failed to provide any evidence
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opposing Plaintiffs evidence-supported motion. 118 Idaho 387, 391 (1990).
Finally, if the County does proffer responsive evidence, it must be more than "merely
colorable," more than "speculation," more than a "mere scintilla," and must be "significantly
probative" to demonstrate a genuine issue of material fact. Nelson v. Steer, 118 Idaho 409, 410
(1990). Petitioner submits that

County cannot provide any actual, substantial, non-

speculative evidence to create genuine issues of material fact in response to Petitioner's evidence
submitted herewith, and the only remaining question is whether Petitioner is entitled to judgment
as a matter of law.
B.

De Novo Review.

In both cases, the statutory framework for standard of review controls, pursuant to

I.R.C.P.84(e)(1-2).
Judicial review of the decision of the Idaho Board of Tax Appeals, brought in case
number CV 2010-890, is reviewed via trial de novo, pursuant to LC. 63-3812(c). Judicial review
of the decision ofthe Board of Equalization of Latah County, brought in case number CV 2010891, is also reviewed via trial de novo, pursuant to the last sentence ofLC. 63-511(2) as
incorporated by section 63-3812(c). The Senator, Inc. v. Ada County, 138 Idaho 566, 568, N1

(2003); see also, Blanton v. Canyon County, 144 Idaho 718, 720, Nl (2007). These consolidated
cases may therefore be considered together as one de novo casco
Although this is a de novo matter, the Court should still determine there is no genuine
issue of material fact and decide this matter on the issue of whether Petitioner is entitled to
judgment as a matter of law. Because this matter is on de novo review, the Court need only look
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to the evidence provided in connection with the summary judgment motions to decide this
matter.

FACTS
Petitioner submits that the following facts are not reasonably in dispute and that the
County cannot create genuine issues of material fact under the summary judgment standard set
forth above.
The County denied the agricultural exemption on a portion of Petitioner's property. The
area in question is part of a platted subdivision approved by the City of Moscow and slated to be
ultimately developed and sold for residential building lots, commonly known as Phases I-III of
Indian Hills VI Addition to the City of Moscow. (See Exhibit A to Thompson Aff., December
21,2010: Indian Hills VI Addition Final Plat, Recorder's No. 522797) All three phases are
contiguous, adjacent, and connected to one another and combined total approximately 13.88
acres in size as of January 1,2009, and 15.97 acres in size as of January 1, 2010. Additionally,
these approximately 15 acres are contiguous, adjacent, and comlected to nearly four hundred
acres of property owned and faImed by the Thompson family, principals and predecessors in
interest to Petitioner. (Thompson Aff., December 21, 2010, ~~ 6,7). The County denied the
agricultural exemption on the 31 lots in Phase I still owned by Petitioner (of the original 39 lots).
These 31 lots have a combined total area of 4.91 acres. The 4.91 acres so identified by the
County are hereafter referred to as the "Target Property," and the combined three phases,
including the Target Property, and constituting approximately 15 acres, are hereafter referred to
as the "Entire Property." The County assessed additional tax on the Target Property based on a
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residential valnation, without the benefit of the agricultnral exemption, and Petitioner paid the
Connty $59,476.48, over and above the amount it otherwise would have been required to pay if
the agricultural exemption had been recognized. (Thompson Aff., 1 19)
Not only has the Target Property been farmed by the Thompson family (principals
predecessors in interest to Petitioner) for over 50 years, but it was famled during the years in
question. During 2008, some infrastructure improvement work was done on the Target Property,
following roughly along the development plan that was being put in place for the future.
(Thompson Aff., 1 9) However, Petitioner directed the contractor to be sure to leave the Target
Property gronnd in proper condition to continue the traditional farming operations that had been
done there and would continue to be done there (Thompson Aff., 1 10). In the fall of 2008, the
Target Property, like the rest of the Entire Property, was prepared for spring planting in
customary fashion. That fall, Petitioner chisel plowed most of the Entire Property, including the
Target Property, in further preparation for spring planting and also to help contain runoff, all of
which are customary farming practices and purposes. (Thompson Aff.,

10,11).

the spring

of2009, the Entire Property was planted in spring wheat. In the summer of2009 the Entire
Property spring wheat was harvested. In the fall of2009, the stubble was left standing on the
Entire Property for erosion control as is a customary practice. In the spring of2010,
approximately five acres, including the Target Property, was seeded to grass for grass-hay
production, and the remainder of the Entire Property was planted in peas.
In the Sllllliller of2010, the approximately five acres seeded to grass-hay was not cut
because feed hay is not customarily cut the first year in order to allow for proper plant
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development. In 2010, the remainder of the Entire Property was harvested. (Thompson Aff.,
fI'll12-17). During 2008,2009, and 2010, the crop activities and ground work on the Target
Property were done by the same employees and/or contractors as on the remainder of the Entire
Property (and also the same as the nearly 400 adjacent, contiguous acres owned by the
Thompson family). (Thompson Aff., 'll'll 18; Exhibit C: Affidavit of Keith Feldman; Exhibit D:
Affidavit of Brent Feldman). Spring wheat is a grain, and the grass-hay is a feed crop.
(Thompson Aff., flfI20-21).
During the proceedings below, Jerry Coleman, an employee of the County, criticized the
condition of Petitioner's crop on the Target Property, and by extension he presumably questioned
the quality or efficiency of Petitioner's farming techniques. In fact, Mr. Coleman stated that
"phase 2 and 3 is (sic) a bona fide ag.(sic) activity but phase 1" was not. (See attached Exhibit E,
Certified copy ofminutes from Latah County Board ofEqualization hearing, June 29, 2009)
Neither Mr. Coleman, nor the County, ever denied in any proceeding that farm crops were
prepared for, sowed, and harvested (except new hay in 2010) on the Target Property or the rest
of the Entire Property. The County has never alleged or stated that Petitioner failed to make a
profit or realize benefit from the preparation, planting, and harvesting of the crops on the Target
Property or the rest of the Entire Property.
IV.

ANALYSIS

A.
The Entire Property was actively devoted to agriculture and was entitled to
the agricultural land exemption under Idaho Code sections 63-602K and 63-604.
This subpart A addresses the eligibility ofthe Entire Property, including the Target
Property, for the agricultural exemption. The purported issue ofthe Target Property being
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Property is addressed in subpart C, below.

considered separately from the remainder of the

Section 63-604 provides the operative definition of agricultural land entitled to be taxed
as agricultural land, even when eligible for other uses, including being treated as partially exempt
under section 63-602K. The prima facie case Petitioner must prove (and did prove to the Board
of Equalization in both years) is therefore set forth

section 63-604, in relevant part as follows:

(1) For property tax purposes, land which is actively devoted to agriculture shall
be eligible for appraisal, assessment and taxation as agricultural property each
year it meets one (1) or more ofthe following qualifications:
(a) The total area of such land, including the homesite, is more than five (5)
contiguous acres, and is actively devoted to agriculture which means:
(i) It is used to produce field crops including, but not limited to, grains, feed
crops, fruits and vegetables;

I.C. § 63-604.
It is undisputed by the County that the Entire Property exceeds 10 acres in size and

therefore easily satisfies the 5-acre requirement of the lead in portion of section 63-604(a).
Theodore C. Thompson, whose affidavit is in the record in support of this motion, is a
35-year farmer on the Palouse region, with detailed and intimate knowledge of customary and
acceptable farming practices on the Palouse region, as well as markets in and definitions of
relevant crops. (Thompson Aff., ~~ 3,4,20, 21).

He is therefore qualified and competent to

provide evidence regarding the practices and crops at issue. As his affidavit demonstrates, the
spring wheat planted in 2009 and the hay planted in 2010 are respectively a grain and a feed
crop. (Thompson Aff., ~~ 21). He is also qualified to testify that the ground preparation
conducted in the fall of 2008 was within the range of usual and customary ground preparation in
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anticipation of crops to be planted in the spring. This activity in 2008 qualifies as "actively
devoted to agriculture." Roeder Holdings v. Bd a/Equalization, 136 Idaho 809, 814 (2001)
(holding that fall ground preparation in

year before the tax year in question left the property

"actively devoted to agriculture" even though there was no crop actually in the ground on
January 1 of the tax year in question). Therefore, section 63-604(a)(1) is satisfied.
Additionally, any arguments by the County attempting to allege that the crops were not
part of a "bona fide" farming operation would be without merit, irrelevant, and would border on
frivolous, as Roeder Holdings also made it clear that such a standard was not part of the clear
statutOlY framework, which must control the analysis. Roeder Holdings, 136 Idaho at 813-14.
The statute simply requires the planting of a crop, including preparation under the interpretation
of Roeder Holdings. The statute has been satisfied.
The issue of whether the Target Property may be considered separately from the Entire
Property is addressed in subpart C, below.

B.

The Covenants Applicable to

Agricultural Use.

The covenants applicable to the Target Property recognize and allow the declarant's
(Petitioner's) right to continue agricultural use of each lot up until the time it is transferred to a
buyer for residential purposes. In relevant part, they provide: "Each owner of each lot hereby
acknowledges that it is adjacent to farmland and that Declarant intends to continue to farm said
farmland for the foreseeable future. Each owner further agrees not to take any action that would
impede the Declarant's farming operation." (Covenants, Article III ~ 3, Exh. C to Thompson
Aff. and Covenants, Article III

~2,

Exh. D to Thompson Aff.). The covenants further state that
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the Declarant [Petitioner] reserved the right to farm the adjacent property: "FURTHERMORE, it
is understood that the Declarant owns the adjacent farmland and may develop said land. In the
meantime, however, Declarant shall continue farming the land. Lot owners agree not to impede
in the development or farming of the land by the Declarant." (Covenants, Article VIII~ 4, Exh.
C to Thompson Aff. and Covenants, Article VIII

~4,

Exh. D to Thompson Aff.). After transfer

to a buyer, the Covenants provide that residential use is restricted to single-family dwellings in
portions of the Target Property and duplexes in other portions ofthe Target Property.
(Covenants, Article III ~2, Exh. C to Thompson Aff.; and Covenants, Article III ~ 2, Exh. D to
Thompson Aff.)
At some point late in the proceedings below, the County argues or expressed intention to
argue that Article III ~2 of the Covenants (Exh. C to Thompson Aff.) constitutes a restriction
contrary to I.C. § 63-604(2) However, when reading covenants, the Idaho Courts apply ordinary
rules of contract construction. Best Hill Coalition v. HALKO, LLC, 144 Idaho 813, 817 (2007).
In construing a contract, the Court must seek to give effect to the intention of the parties, which
is to be determined by viewing the contract as a whole and in its entirety. Clear Lakes Trout Co.
v. Clear Springs Foods, Inc., 141 Idaho 117, 120 (2005).
The clear meaning and intention behind the Covenants, when considered in their entirety,
is to recognize and allow agricultural use of each portion of the Target Property up until
transferred to an end-user for residential use, in which case, the Covenants provide restrictions
regarding the type of residential structure, as required by the City of Moscow during the platting
process. (Thompson Aff., ~22) Although not binding on this Court, the Board of Tax Appeals
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recognized this clear and common-sense understanding of the Covenants, at page 7 of its
decision in this matter, which is on record with this Court, stating "The record did not
demonstrate a clear prohibition to the continued cropland use (agricultural use) of the subject lots
as of January 1,2009, or subsequent to platting." This clear and common-sense understanding
also comports with the understanding and intention of the Declarant. (Thompson Aff., ~ 25.)
This understanding is also consistent with and mandated by the Idaho courts' strict
interpretation of restrictive covenants. Restrictive covenants are "disfavored" by the Idaho
courts. Best Hill Coalition v. HALKO, LLC, 144 Idaho 813, 817 (2007); Pinehaven Planning Bd
v. Brooks, 138 Idaho 826, 829 (2003). "The Court will not extend by implication any restriction
not clearly expressed in the covenants because restrictive covenants are in derogation of the
common law right to use land for all lawful purposes. All doubts must be resolved in favor ofthe

free use of land." Best Hill Coalition, 144 Idaho at 817 (emphasis added).
The clear and logical result is that there are no specific restrictions that run contrary to

I.e. § 63-604(2) and therefore, the Target Property, as well as the rest of the Entire Property,
qualifies for the agricultural exemption.

C.

The Target Property cannot be severed from the Entire Property by the

County
The issue of whether the Target Property may be artificially severed and considered
separately from the rest of the Entire Property was raised without notice, at the last minute, by
the hearing examiner for the Idaho Board of Tax Appeals. It was not an issue that was raised by
either the Appellant or the Respondent during the hearing in front of that Board. Therefore, it is
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an issue that was not "presented by the appellant [Thompson] to the board of tax appeals" or to
the Board of Equalization. LC. § 63-3812(c). It is therefore not a proper issue for appeal;
however, if the court decides to consider this issue, the following analysis applies. Petitioner
requested an agricultural exemption on the Entire Property. Petitioner has clearly demonstrated,
without contest by the County, that the Entire Property easily exceeds 5 acres. Therefore, the
requirements ofLC. § 63-604(a) are clearly met.
The County unilaterally attempted to carve out, or target, the Target Property and
consider it separately from the rest of the Entire Property for the purposes of the agricultural
exemption without lawful effect or justification. The Target Property is clearly contiguous with
the rest ofthe Entire Property. "'Contiguous,' means being in actual contact or touching along a
boundary or at a point, except "no area ofland shall be considered not contiguous solely by
reason of a roadway or other right-of-way." I.C.63-604(7)(a). The Target Property is in actual
contact with and touches the remainder of the Entire Property at several points and along several
boundary segments. (See map, attached as Exhibit A to. Thompson Aff.) Mr. Thompson is
competent to testify as to the contours and map of his family'S and family businesses' land.
Additionally, the County has not challenged the overall accuracy of the map and its depiction of
contiguous lands. Finally, Exhibit A to the Thompson Affidavit is a self-authenticating record of
survey kept in the records of the Latah County Recorder.
The designation of the Target Property as part of "Phase I" by Petitioner and the County
is solely for the purposes ofthe future residential development use ofthe property, and the
designation of assessment parcels by the County is for the convenience of the Assessor. Neither
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purpose for the artificial targeting and segregation of the Target Property is determinative under

I.e. § 63-604. Nowhere in the definition of contiguous acreage or the five acre requirement does
section 63-604 state that the property must also be designated all within one Assessor parcel
designation or subdivision designation. In fact, the legislature in 2006 amended section 63-604,
in part, by adding subsection 6 to prevent these sorts of development designations from defeating
the agricultural exemption. Subsection 6 provides: "For purposes of this section, the act of
platting land actively devoted to agriculture does not, in and of itself, cause the land to lose its
status as land being actively devoted to agriculture if the land otherwise qualifies for the
exemption under this section."

I.e. § 63-604(6) (emphasis added).

Therefore, designations

made for future residential development use are not controlling for the purposes ofLC. § 63-604,
and the Target Property is not separate from the Entire Property. The 5-acre issue is a red
herring.
Adopting the County's approach in this case would lead to absurd results. If the County
were allowed to simply designate areas of ground less than 5 acres in size as separate parcels and
deny the exemption, then the entire statutory scheme established by the legislature would be
obliterated, and the result would be absurd. The County could, by fiat, designate a 100-acre
perfectly square portion of farm ground as being 25 parcels 4 acres in size, and therefore destroy
the exemption for an entire 100-acre parcel that should otherwise be exempt under the legislative
framework. Rules of "[s]tatutory construction dictate that a reviewing court shall not interpret a
statute in a manner that leads to an absurd result," State, ex reI. Wasden v. Maybee, 148 Idaho
520,535 (2010).
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Further, it appears the County denied the agricultural exemption on the Target
Property because infrastructure improvements had been installed in that portion of the
subdivision. Because of the infrastructure improvements and platting, the County claims
that the use of the Target Property is predominantly residential, even though that property
had never been used for residential purposes. In doing so, however, the County
contradicts itself. Included in Phase I is a Motor-Business-zoned lot just less than one
acre in size, which, like the residential lots in Phase I, was improved with infrastructure
in 2008. However, unlike the predominantly residential lots, the County rightly granted
the agricultural exemption on that improved Motor Business lot in Phase L It is unclear
what criteria the County relied on in determining what property was eligible for the
agricultural exemption. Fortunately for this Court, the statute is clear.
While not controlling, prior decisions from the Idaho Board of Tax Appeals
support the Petitioner's case. First, the presence of infrastructure improvements has no
bearing on whether or not an agricultural exemption should be granted. The final decision
and order of the Board in the matter ofIdaho Trust Deeds, LLC, makes it clear that lots in
an improved subdivision are eligible for an agriculture exemption. In fact, that matter is
very similar to this case. In that matter, the subject property was "25 "unsold" residential
lots in two (2) newer subdivisions." (See attached Exhibit F, Final Decision and Order in

the Matter of the Appeals ofIdaho Trust Deeds, LLC from the decisions of the Board of
Equalization of Twin Falls County for tax year 2008) The County in that matter granted
an agricultural exemption on 21 lots, finding that they "had a boundary line, or point in
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contact, in common with other same-ownership land where the total area involved was
over five (5) acres." There were four other lots, however, that were separated from the
21 lots by a publicly dedicated street. The County detennined that those four lots were
not exempt because they were less than five (5) acres, and they were not contiguous to
the other 21 lots. The Board of Tax Appeals, however, determined that those four lots
were entitled to the agricultural exemption stating in part, "Lots in the same ownership
were located directly across the street, which all taken together, totaled over five (5) acres
in size. Where these "contiguous lots" were farmed in an otherwise qualifYing manner,
they should be granted the agricultural exemption." (See attached ExhibitF, pg 4-5)
In addition, the Board of Tax Appeals considered the question ofthe five (5) acre
requirement In the Matter of the Appeal ofRobert C. Horton for the Board of
Equalization ofAda County for tax year 2007. (See attached Exhibit G) In that final
decision and order, the Board looked to see who the owner of record was on the subject
parcel as well as the owner of record on the adjoining parcels to determine whether that
taxpayer was entitled to an agricultural exemption based upon the five (5) acre or more
threshold. In that case, the Board stated specifically: "If the taxpayer has contiguous land
parcels they may be considered together as detailed by the statute." (Exhibit G, pg 4-5)
Finally, any argument by the County regarding any amateur comparison of the crop in the
Target Property to the crop in the remainder of the Entire Property would be completely
irrelevant and would border on frivolous. The Code has absolutely no requirement that the crop
on agricultural ground be a particularly good crop or that it compare favorably to surrounding
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ground. In fact, once again, the Roeder lioldings court has clearly answered this question,
refusing to countenance any analysis of the profitability of the crop and in fact finding the
exemption applied even where the crop at issue was found by the Board of Equalization to
consist "primarily of weeds versus oats and sold for about $1,000." Roeder lioldings, 136 Idaho
at 811.

D.

Petitioner is entitled to a refund.

Petitioner paid $28,165.68 in 2010 and $31,310.80 in 2009, for a total of $59,476.48 in
additional taxes due to the erroneous denial ofthe agricultural exemption. The tax was
improperly or illegally assessed and collected. The Court should enter an order directing a
refund to Petitioner in the amount of $59,476.48. (I.C. § 63-3812(c)). The Court should enter a
judgment and order for a refund - this is not discretionary but rather is mandatory once an
improper assessment and overpayment is found. Canyon County Bd ofEqualization v.

Amalgamated Sugar Co., LLC, 143 Idaho 58, 62 (2006). Petitioner is also entitled to prejudgment interest on the overpayments, from the date of payment. ld. at 62-63; I.C. 63-1305(2).
While it is allowable under I.C. § 63-1305(1) for the County to credit any such amounts
found due against Petitioner's property tax bill for next year, rather than refunding the amounts
to the Petitioner, a delay in the refund is not in the County's best interests. The Court should note
that the amount due will be substantial and the interest that will be due Petitioner on that unpaid
amount will greatly exceed any amount of property tax that will be due from Petitioner next year.
The Entire Property is Petitioner's only real property in Latah County. The County is allowed
only one year grace period in which to credit as opposed to paying cash, given that I.C. S 63-
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1305(1) provides that the overpayment may be refunded "as a credit against taxes due from the
taxpayer in the following year," (Emphasis added.) Therefore, this Court should order the
County to pay the balance due Petitioner immediately. If the Court elects to allow the County to
credit next year's tax bill, then the Court should enter an order directing the County to refund
balance of the amount due promptly after crediting the Petitioner's next year's tax bill.

v.

CONCLUSION

The Entire Property, including the Target Property, qualified for the agricultural
exemption for 2009 and 2010. The Court should enter an order finding the qualifications for the
exemption have been met for both years. The Court should also order a refund of $59,4 76.48,
plus interest from the date of each year's payments.
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EXHI

I
SUSAN R. WILSON
ATTORNEYATLAW,PLLC
208 S. Main St. Ste 2
Moscow, ID 83843
Telephone: (208) 882-8060
Fax: (866) 221-9397
Email: sw2@moscow.com
ISB No. 7374
Attorney for Petitioner

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH
THOMPSON DEVELOPMENT, LLC
an Idaho limited liability company,

j Case No. CV 2010 - 00890

)
)
)
v.
AFFIDAVIT OF
)
C. THOMPSON
THEODORE
)
IDAHO BOARD OF TAX APPEALS,
)
et al.
)
)
Respondent
)
)
IN THE MATTER OF THE APPEAL )
OF DENIAL OF AGRICULTURAL )
EXEMPTION FOR TAX YEARS )
2009 and 2010
)
)

Petitioner,

I, THEODORE C. THOMPSON, being first deposed, hereby states the following:
1.

That I am the President of Thompson Etal, Inc., an Idaho corporation, which is
the sole member of Thompson Development, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company and the Petitioner in the above matter.

2.

That I am a resident of Latah County.

3.

That I have been farming in Latah County and surrounding areas for over 35
years, having worked fulltime since 1974 and part time for several years prior
to that year.

4.

That I farm approximately 2600 acres owned by my family as well as
approximately 1500 acres owned by various other individuals.
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5.

That the property owned by Petitioner has been in my family for over 58 years,
since 1952.

6.

That as of January 1, 2009, Petitioner owned l3 .88 acres of contiguous
property. Since then some lots were sold and some lots were conveyed to
Petitioner. As of January 1, 201 O,Petitioner owned 15.97 acres of contiguous
property (hereinafter "Entire Property"), all of which is part of a platted
subdivision approved by the City of Moscow, and known as Phase I-III of
Indian Hills VI Addition. Attached as Exhibit A is a copy of the recorded plat.

7.

That the Entire Property is adjacent to and contiguous with approximately 400
acres owned and farmed by my family.

8.

That of the Entire Property, Latah County denied the agriculture exemption on
4.91 acres (hereinafter "Target Property") and granted the exemption on the
remainder acreage.

9.

That in the summer of2008, Petitioner hired a contractor to install
infrastructure improvements in Phase I of Indian Hills VI Addition.

10.

That in the fall of 2008, I specifically requested that the contractor leave the
ground in a condition sufficient for me to prepare the ground for spring
planting in 2009.

11.

That in the fall of2008, I directed and supervised the chisel plowing on the
Entire Property, which includes the Target Property, in an attempt to further
prepare the ground for spring planting in 2009 and to maintain erosion control.
This preparation work was done as customary farming practices and was
perfOImed in a customary fashion.

12.

That in the spring of2009, I planted spring wheat on the Entire Property,
including the Target Property denied the agriculture exemption by the County.

13.

That in the summer of2009, I directed and witnessed my employee, Keith
Feldman, harvest the spring wheat on the Entire Property, which included the.
Target Property.

14.

Attached hereto as Exhibit B are photographs of my employee, Keith Feldman,
harvesting the Target Property in August of2009. These photographs were
taken by my son, Garrett Thompson, (see Exhibit E) and I was present when
they were taken. They are a clear and accurate depiction of the spring wheat on
the Target Property being harvested in August of 2009.

15.

That in the fall of 2009, I left the stubble standing for erosion control as is
customary practice.

16.

That in the spring of2010, I seeded grass for grass-hay production on
approximately five acres, which included the Target Property.
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17.

That in the summer of 20 10, the approximately five acres was not cut for ay,
but was clipped two times for weed control and plant development. It is
unusual for there to be any substantive hay production the first year grass is
seeded.

18.

That the farming work done on the Entire Property and adjacent nearly 400
acres, was done by the same employees of Thompson Farms, including Keith
Feldman, Brent Feldman, and myself.

19.

That due to the County's denial of the agricultural exemption, I paid
$59,476.48, over and above the amount I otherwise would have been required
to pay if the agricultural exemption had been recognized. I derived this amount
by computing the taxes due and paid on the lots in Phase II for ea~h year,
compared to the taxes paid on the lots in Phase I of each year.

20.

That I am familiar with farming practices and field crops.

21.

That spring wheat is a grain and hay is a feed crop, and both are field crops.

22.

That during the plat approval process with the City of Moscow, the City
Council conditioned approval oftheplat on a restriction that all R-3 zoned lots
be used for single-family residential pU1poses rather than multi-family
residential purposes at the time the lots are used for residential purposes.

23.

That Covenants, Conditions, and Restrictions (collectively "Covenants") were
recorded against Phases I and II of Indian Hills VI Addition, which includes the
Target Property referenced herein. Attached as Exhibits C and D are two sets of
Covenants, one of which applies to the R-2 and R-3 zoned lots located in
Indian Hills VI Addition; and the other set of Covenants applies to the R-4
zoned lots located in the Addition.

24.

That I did intend to continue farming any portion of the Entire Property and
adjacent property which is owned by Thompson Development, LLC or any
other entity owned by my family, while my family owns the same.

25.

That I understood that the Covenants do not prohibit agricultural use of the
Entire Property owned by Thompson Development, LLC, nor were those
Covenants ever intended to prohibit agricultural use; in fact, they were intended
to make agricultural use by my family expressly permitted.
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DATED this

.:lL day of December, 20~.

____ -. . . ~
/'}

/

/
~

/

,.

//

,/

TIIE:O~/ SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

PI

/

/

day of December, 2010.

ot y Public, in and for the State of Idaho
Residing at
0 5 C 01.),)
My commission expires: 4- 02 1~c;lO\F.i

filii
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DECLA.RATION OF COVENANTS, CONDmONS AND RESTRICTIONS
INDIAN HILLS VI ADDmON
~ DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDrnONS, AND RESTRICTIONS made this
. ~~y of Aug\lSt,: 2008, by 1HOMPSON DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company, hereinafter referred to as "Declarant".

ARTICLE!
Property SubieCt to This Declaration
The following Real Property (hereiIiafter Property) is subject to this Declaration:
Block 4. Lots 1-4 and Block 5, Lots 1-9
of the Indian Hills VI Addition to the City of Moscow, State ofIdaho.

ARTICLEll
P01]H}se

this

The purpose of
development is to protect the desirability and attractiveness of the
surrOUnding neighbOrhood by ensUring that any design characteristics for new homes be
compatible with those existing. These Covenants, Conditions, and Restrictions are intended to
encourage a continuity which will ensure the attractiveness of the neighborhood and which is
designed to prevent any future impairment thereof. to prevent nuisances, to preserve, protect, and
enhance the values and amenities of all properties within the subdivision. To this end, this
Declaration subjeCts the above Property to the covenants, conditions, restrictions hereafter set
forth, each and all of which is and are for the benefit of said property and each owner thereof.

ARTICLEID
Lot Use and Conveyance

The teIm. "Lot" as used in this Declaration, shall mean and refer to any tract of land shown upon
the then effective plat affecting the Property and more particularly the Tracts referred to above.
The zoning of the lots under the City of Moscow Zoning Ordinance is Multi-Family Residential
(R4), which allows up to 2000 square feet of professional office space per unit Residential use
of eaCh lot shall be limited to two-family dwelling units per the City of Moscow's conditioned
approval of the Plat.

No lot sh.all be subdivided. Each lot shall be conveyed as a separately designated and legally
described :£reeho.!destate and the Declarant does declare that all of the property described above
is and shall be held, transferred, sold, conveyed, and occupied subject to the covenant'),
conditions, restrictionS set forth in this Declaration which shall run with the real property and be
binding on all parties owning any right,.title, or interest in said Property or any part thereof, their
heirs, successors and assigns, and shall inure to the benefit of each owner thereof. Each owner of
each lot hereby acknowledges that it is adjacent to fatmIand and that Declarant intends to ··

DECLARATION OF COVENANT~SIliiO.iIIiI.IIIi• •~
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continue to farm said fanb1a:ndfot the:foreseeahfejuttlre; Each owner ful1:ber agrees not to take
any action th.a! woUld impede .the Declarant'!; famllng Ope!aooIl~;~ "
"

ARTICLE IV
ArehitecturaI Control
Except for improvements placed or erected on the Property by the Declarant; no building, wall,
or other structure shall be commenced or maintained upon the Properties, nor shall any exterior
addition to or chaDge or alteration therein be made, including but not limited to exterior and type
of finish as well as the erection of antennas, aerials, the placement of each Residential Dnit or
other exterior attachment, until the plans and specifications showing the nature, kind, shape~
heights, materials, mid location oithe same shall have been submitted and approved in writing as
to the harmony of extema1 design"and location in relation to surrounding structures and
topography by an Architectural Control Committee composed of three (3) representatives
consisting of the following: Garrett Thompson, Sean WIlson, and Debbie Loaiza; all appointed
by Declarant. Said Committee shall have absolute and sole discretion as to approval of any
and aU plans. which shall not be unreasonably withheld. Furthermore; the Committee shall
have tbe discretion to grant a variance frQm any of the restrictions contained herem, so
long as the characferof the neighborhood is not compromised. The Committee shall als o
have the discretion to mitigate the impact of any variance granted by implementing
additional requirements not otherwise stated herein. Should anyone of the representatives
become unavailable to serve on the committee, another representative shall be assigned in
replacement as approved by consensus of the remaining committee members.
A set of construction plans and specifications shall be submitted tG the Committee in paper and
electronic format for approval and shall consist of the following:

1) Site Plan, including the footprint of the unit on the lot
2) Building Elevations
3) Complete set of exterior specifications

Said Committee shall respond within ten (l0) calendar days after receipt of eaCh submission of
the documents, advise the party submitting the same. in writing, at an address specified by such
party at the time of submissio~ of (i) the approval of documents, or (ii) the disapproval of such
documents, specifYing the segments or featuIes of the plans which are objectionable and
suggestions, if any, for the curing of such objections.

In the event the Committee fails to advise the submitting party by written notice within the time
set forth above of either the approval or disapproval of the plans, the applicant must give the
Committee written notice of such failure to respond, stating that unless the Committee responds
within ten (10) days of receipt of such notice, approval shall be deemed granted. However, no
approval, whether expressly granted or deem~ granted pursuant to the foregoing, shall be
inconsistent with any other term(s) of this Declaration.
The Comttee shall not approve of any alterations, decorations, or modifications which would
jeopardize or impair the soundness, safety, or appearance of any Lot Provided that nothing
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herein contained shall he construed to permit interference with the development of the Property
by the Declarant in accordance with its general plan of development.

ARTICLE V
Design Charaderistics

In order to protect the investment of all property owners, homes v-lill conform to the following
regulations:
G. The design will fit in with other homes in the area and will have a custom rather than
a tract design.,
b. Metal buildings or siding haVing the bright color design characteristics of common
metal will not be allowed for either homes or outbuildings.

or

Constn.Jction Time Limit. Any permanent d\veUing or structure erected on any lot in this
subdivision sball be completed as to exterior appearance, including finished painting and grading
within twelve (12) months from the date of start of construction, and landscaping, including
street trees as provided by Moscow's Community Forestry Ordinance, within eighteen (18)
months from date of start of construction excePt for reasons beyond control in which case a
longer
period of time may be permitted by the Architectural Control Committee.
.
"

Rooft. The roof shall be made of 30 year arc~tectural quality or better. Only natural materials,
i.e. split cedar shakes, shingles or built up roof with ruu."Ural pea gravel or man..,made materials
such as asphalt shingles, tile or metaL Steel material is prohibited. All metal materials must have
a light reflectance value of25% or less. Multiple rooflities are required unless granted a variance
by the Architectural Control Committee. Roofpitches of homes shall not be less than 5/12.
Equipment and Projections Through Rooft. All projections through the roof made of bright metal
such as roof vents, fan exhausts, etc. shall be painted with the roof color in a dull finish paint or
flat black.

Building Lines. No building shall be placed nearer to any front, side, or rear setback line than as
is required by the City of Moscow Zoning Ordinance or any other applicable ordinance .
. Driveways. All driveways must be paved with a hard surface, dust-reducing substance such as
concrete or brick.
Wfmlows. Each unit shall have a minimum of2 windows per side of dwelling. If the dwelling is
two or more stories; each unit shall have a minimum. of3 windows per side.

Building Construction: All buildings must be constructed on the site except as an approved
secondary structure. This does not preclude component houses. No building may be moved onto

the premises. No maJ?-ufactured homes.
Subsequent Additions. Any subsequent additions to existing structures in this subdivision must
comply with the theme and elements "outlined herein.
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ARTICLE VI
Use Restrictions
Outdoor Equipment/Structures. All outdoor equipment/structu..res including but not limited to
greenhouses, swing sets, slides, and playhouses shall be kept in good repair, including painting,
by the homeowner. . Greenhouses shall be permitted in the backyard only except for those comer
lots. In the event of a comer lot, all accessory buildings, including greenhouses, must be
approved by the Ace.
Temporary Structures. No structure of a temporary nature shall be erected.or allowed to remain
on ariyLot other than tempormyconstruction trailers~ sales offices, and material storage facilities
used during.construction.
Nuisances. Any use of the property or course of conduct thflt inreneres with the legal rights of
others by causing damage, annoyance, or inconvenience is prohibited. Furthermore, no noxious
or offensive trade activity shall be carried on upon any Lot nor shall anything be done thereof
which may be or become an annoyance or nuisance to the neighborhood. No activity shall be
conducted on any part of the Property, which is or might be unsafe or hazardous to any person.
All equipment for the s"LOrage or disposal of garbage, trash, and waste shall be kept in a clean and
sanitary condition. The burning of garbage, trash, or waste in outside incinerators, barbecue pits,
or the like is strictly prohibited.
.
.

or

Temporary Residenees. No trailer, tent, shack, garage, or other outbuilding erected on the Lot
shall ~ at any time Used as a residence temporarily or permanently. nor shall any structure of a
tempbrary character be used as a residence.
Antennas. Radio and television antennas not exceeding five (5) feet in height above the roofline
of the residence and satellite dishes or disks not exceeding eighteen (18) inches in diameter shall
be permitted. Wrreless Internet apparatus shall be pennitted.

Signs. No sign of any kind shall be displayed to the public view on any Lot other than the
following: a) advertising the Property for Sale or Rent; b) signs used by a builder to advertise the
Property during the construction and sales period; c) signs designating subdivision areas; or d)
signs used for advertising any business(es) using the Lot as allowed under the City of Moscow
Zoning Ordinance and pursuant to Article ill herein.

Animals. No animals, livestock, or poultry of any kind shall be raised, bred. or kept on any Lot,
except that dogs, cats. or other household pets may be kept, provided that they are not kept, bred,
or maintained for any commercial purpose. Animals are prohibited from roaming outside unless
in a fenced area or on a leash.

Fences. All fencing material used must compliment the existing residential structures; however,
chain link fences are prohibited.
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Vehicle Restrictions. Exposed, unlicensed vehicles sp..aU not be penniited upon the streets of the
Property, nor within pubH~ view upon any Lot. No commercial truck over one ton capacity,
school bus, nor any other vehicle deemed by the Architectural Control Committee or its
designated committee to be unsightly, shall be parked in the street, in a driveway, or anywhere
on the .Lot other than 'Within an enclosed garage. Vehicles may park only upon the paved surfaces
of a Lot. Temporary service vehicles are permitted on a temporary basis only and may not
exceed any 24 hour period.
Recreational Vehicles. Recreational vehicles, including, but not limited to motor homes, camp
trailers, boats, ATVs, or ~owmobiles, etc., may not be stored or parked anywhere between the
front ofllie h~me and the street for aperiod longer than two (2) weeks. For all comer lot owners,
parking or storage for recreational vehicles must be on the off-street side of the property.
Vehicles parked or stored for longer than two (2) weeks, shall be screened from public view by a
solid fence no shorter than five (5) feet tall.
vehicles stored in rear yards must be within a
completely enclosed structure.

An

Mineral exploration.. No pOrtion of the Property shall be used to explore for or to remove any
water, soil, hydrocarbons, or other materials of any sort..
. Home Occupations. Home Occupations are allowed, aJid encouraged, so long as they are in
compliance with Moscow City Code.

Landscaping. All yards shaU be attractively landscaped and maintained within eighteen (18)
months from th¢ date of commencement of construction. The Lot owner shall be required to
landscape and plant the front yard of the residence from the building line to the curb of the
roadway, incl~ding any portion of the road right-of-way lying between the curb and the
residential structure. Residential structures located on Lots with frontage on more than one
roadway shall landscape and plant all yards lying between the residential structure and the curb
of the roadway . No yard may consist solely of gravel or rock. Fwthermore, no planter strip,
located between the curb and the sidewalk, may consist of gravel. There must be a mixture of
materials for attractio~ from Xeri~pe to cottage gardens. Each Lot shall be kept in a clean,
attractive and weed-free manner. All street trees must be planted and kept in accordance with
Moscow's Community Forestry Ordinance. All street trees provided by the Developer must be
planted within eighteen (18) months from the date of commencement of constructio~ and kept in
accordance with Moscow's Community Forestry Ordinance.
Trash Burning Barrels, etc. No Lot shall be used or maintained as a dumping ground for
rubbish, trash, garbage or other waste. Such materials shall not be kept except in sanitary
containers. All iIicinerators or other equipment for the storage or disposal of such material shall
be kept in a clean and sanitary condition; and be screened from view.
No Individual Water Supply. No individual Water supply system sbaU be permitted on any lot
unless such system is located, constructed, equippe<L installed and approved in accordance with
the requirements, standards, and recommendations of Idaho State Health Department.
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ARTICLE VII
Amendments

The covenants and restrictions of this Declaration shall bind only the land specifically herein
described and shall run with and bind the land. This Declaration shall not be amended, modified
or changed Unless. an instrument to that effect is signed and recorded in the records of Latah
County, Idaho. and approved of by at least two-thirds (2/3) of the Owners of the Property, and by
the Declarant, so long as the Declarant owns anyone of the Lots or any of the land adjacent to
the lotS. Should the Declarant not retain an ownership in any ofllie lots in the subject property,
or in any of the land adjacent to the subject property; then appro~al shall be based upon two~
thirds (2/3) of the Owners, based upon one vote for each lot owned. These coveitants cannot be
modified without the consent of the Declarant within the first 36 months from the date of
recording.
ARTICLE VIII
Declarant's Rights

Declarant is developing the Property arid to complete said work efficiently. nothing in this
Declaration shall be understood or construed to:
Prevent Declarant, its contractors, subcontractors or agents from doing on the Property or on any
lot whatever is reasonably necessary or advisable in connection with the completion of the work;
or
Prevent Declarant, its contractors, subcontractors or agents from erecting, constructing, and
maintaining on any part or parts of the Property, such structures as may be reasonable and
necessary for the conduct of its business of completing said work and selling, renting or
.
otherwise disposing of the Property and/or any lot.
FUR'.lJfERMORE, it is understood that the Declarant owns the adjacent farmland and may .
develop said land. In the meantime, however~ Deciarant shall continue farming the land. Lor
owners ·agree not to impede in the development or farming of the laDd by the Declarant;

,ARTICLE IX
. Duration And Severability

ThisDec1aration shall continue in full force for a term offifty (50) years from the date hereof,
after which time the same shall be automatically extended for successive periods often (10)
years, unless a Declaration of Termination is recorded meeting the requirements of an
amendment to this Declaration as set forth above. Invalidation of this Declaration or any portion
of this Declaration by order of a court of competent jurisdiction shall not affect any remaining
terms or provisions of the Declaration, all of which shall remain in :full force and effect.
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ARTICLE X
Enforcement
Declarant, any party having or acquiring any right, title. or interest in or to any part of the

Property or lot, and any governmental or quasi-governmental agency or municipality having
jurisdiction over the Property shall have the right to enforce, by any proceedings at law or in
equity, all declarations, limitations, covenants, conditions and restrictions, now or hereafter
imposed by this Declaration and in such action shall be entitled to recover costs and reasonable
attorneys' fees from the party against whom enforcement is sought or obtained. Such actions
shall not include the right to prevent a violation or breach oftbis Declaration by restraining order
andlor injunction and/or to recover damages for violation or breach. thereof. Failure of the
. Committee or any Owner to enforce any covenant or restriction herein contained shall in no
event be deemed a waiver of the right to do so thereafter.
IN WITN"ESS WHEREOF, Declarant has hereunto subscribed its name as of the date and
year :first written aoove.

THOMPSON DEVELOPMENT, LLe

DECLARANT:

BY:~e.~~

tt A
ompson, Authorized Agent of
Thompson, Et AI, Inc., Member

STATE OF IDAHO

)
)

County of Latah

58.

)

On this J.ll!\lay of August, 2008, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for
. said State, personally appeared GARREIT A. THOMPSON, known or identified to me to be the
Authorized Agent of TIIOMPSON ET AL. INC., an Idaho corporation, Member of
rnOMPSON DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, and the person who
executed the instrument on behalf of said limited liability company, and acknowledged to me
that such company executed the same.

,
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DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS AND RESTRICTIONS

THIS DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS, AND RESTRiCTIONS made this --Nday ofA~ 2008, by TIibMPSON DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho limited iiabil!ty
_company, hereinaft~r referred t~as <'JY>velarant".
--

ARTICLE!
Property Subject-to This Dedirration
- The fo!lo'l:vi n gRea1 Property (hereinafter ~operty) is subject-to this ~laration:
_
_ BJockl,Lotsl-2;Block"2,Lotsl-10;Block3,Lotsl-I7 _ _
of Indian-Hills VI Addition to the City ofMo_scow; Comity of Latah. State ofIdaho.

-- ARTICLEll
- Purpose

" The purpose"ofthis dev~lopment is tOproiect the desirability and attractiveness oillie.
-surroUpPing p.eighborhood hy ensuring thatany design cha..racteristics for new homes.Qe
- compatible With those eXisJiIg.- These Covena.nts; Co:riditions~ and Restrit:tions :ire intcded to
-encourage a Continuity which will ensure the attractiveness of the neighborhood and :Which is "
designed-to preve:bt any f1r~ure impairment there<:f, _to prevent nuisanceS, to pzeserve, pn)t~.ct, and
the values i:md 8ll1enities Of all properties within the subdivision._To this- end~ this
Decllh-ation sl.ibjects the--above ProPertY to the Covenants, cOnditions, restrictions hereafter set
forth, each and all of which is arid are for the benefit of said property .md each oWner thereof.

enhance

ARTICLE III
Lot Use and Conveyance
The -tenn"Lot" as Used in tlris Declaration, shall mean an~ refer. to anY.tracf ofland shown upon
" the then" e~ective plat affecting the Property and more partIyuIaily the Tracts referred to ~bove_~

All lots sPllilbC uSed for siIigle-:-family residential purposes 6n1j~ inCludIDg-- fuo~ lots cUrrently "zo~ed.R·3 tiuisimnttotheconrlitioned approvaIoffue Cityof¥oscOw. No lot-shall be "
_
subdivided. EaCh_lot shall be conveyed as a sepanuely-designated arid leg;illy d~cribed freehold "
estat~ arid the Declarant "does decI~-that ~1 of the property descn~ above is ap.d shall be held,
transferred, sQld, CQnvey~ an~"~upied subject to the covenants, conditions, restrictions set_" foI;fh in this Declaratioi:l"\vh1.ch shall run witlithe real propertY- and be bindIDg on all p~rties "?wning any rigb,~ title, or ihtetestill said Property or anypartthe~f,the4 h~~, succes~~ and

assigns, and shall -mure to. tlie be1;lefit of each owner th~reof. Each owner ofeacli lot hereby
aclqidwledgesthat it iso-adjacent to fat.ID1and ~d that:Dedarant intends to continue to -faim said
fam:tIand:for-the foreseeabie future: Each owner further agrees not to take any action that would
imped~ "the becl~fs farming operation.
"
.' _pO.
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ARTICLE IV
Anhltectm"3l Control
Except for improv~ments placed or erected on the Property by the DecI~t; rio TJirilding, wall,
or other "Structure shall be commenced or maintained upon the Properties, nor shall any exterior
additiOl~:10 or change ot alteration thereIn be made, including but not limited to exterior and type
of finish as well as the efettlon of antennas, aerials, the plaCement of each Residential _Unit or . '
other exterior attachment, until the plans and specifications showing the illrture, kind;' shape;
heights, inaterials, and location ofllie same shall have been sl!-bmitted and approved in writing as
to the harmony of external design-and location in relation to sUrroundmg structures.and .
.topography by an Architectural Control Committee composed of thi-ee (3) representatives
wnsisting'of the folJo~g: Ga..rrett Thompson, Sean Wilson, and Debbie Loaiza; all-appointed
by DecIa..rant. Said Committee shall have absolute and sole discretion as to approval of any .
_and aifpIans, which shall not be unreasonablv withheld. Fllrthermor>; the Committee shall
have the dis~re:non to grimt a variance from any of the re.rtrictions co~~ ed herem, so
long as .the character of tlie neighborhood is not compromiSed. The Committee shan also
h ave the discretion to mitigate the impact of any variance -g rantoo by nnplemcnting
addit(onal requirements not otherwise stated herem. Should anyone of the representatives
. become ~vailable to serve on the committee, another representative shall be assigned in
replacement as approved by consensus of the remaining committee IDembers~ .

A set of construction plans and 'specifications shall be sub.ri:lltte-d in both paper and electronic
foimat to the Committee for approval and shall consist of the following:

.

1) Site Plan including the footprint of any structUre on the lot.
. 2) Building ElevatioP5
.
3) Complete set 'o f exterior specifications

ten

(lOj Calendar days after receipt of each Submission ofSaid committee shall respond within
the docum.e!l~ ~tlvi...se th~ party submitting ~e same, in writing, at an address sp...ocified by sllch
party at the time of submission, of(i) the approval of documents, or (li) tlie.disapproval of such
documents, specifYing the segments or featurys of the plans which are objectionable and
suggestions, if any, for the curing ofsuch objections. .

. . in the ev~p-t the ~minittee fails to advise the submitting party by written notice ~thin the time .

set forth above of either the approval or disapproval ofthe plans, the -applicant may give the .
committee -wrItten notice of such failure to resp()nd, stating that unless the committee responds .
withinten (10) days ofreceipt of such notice, approval shall be deemed granted.. However, no
. approval, -whether eXpressly granted .or deemed granted pUI'Sllant to the foregoing, shall be
inconsistent with
other term(s) of this Declaration. .

any

The committee ~ not approve

of any altei:ations, decorations, or modifications whl~h would .

jeopardize pI- impair the soundneSs, safetY, or appearance of any Lot Provided that nothing
contained shall be construed to pennit interference with the. deVelopment of the Property
by the Declanllt in accordance with its gerieral plan of development.

herem
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ARTICLE V
D-esW··Characieruiics·

In order to proteetthe mvestmentof all property owners, homes will confonn to' the fonowing .
regulatioI1$: ' " .
, '
,
'
, " a.. ':Xhe. deSign will fit in with other homes in the area ~d will have a custom·rat:b.erthan·
" '. ,a~t design. .
.
. b., Metal-buildings or siding haVing the bright color or design chat-acteristics of common
. '~etBJ. will not beaIlowed for either homes or oUtbuildings.
.

C0.11stroc~on Time,Lim.it. Any permari~nt d-yvelling or structure erected on any lot in this
~.1bdivision ~luill be. co,mpleted as to exterior appearance, including finished p3inting and grading
-Withlntwelve (f2)mo~tlis:r and landscaping, including street trees as provided by Moscow's
.
Cominunity Foi:estry Ordinance, withID: eighteen (18) months from date of start of construction

except for reaSons beyond control in which case a longer period of time may be permitted by the

ATcbitecturii! Control Comm.Ittee.
Height. Restrictions.. PUfsUatit to the conditioned app.r~vai of me ~ity of Moscow, Lots 1-5 in
Block 2,' shall have height'restrictions of no more tha.TJ. 23 feet, be measUred pursUant to City
of Moscow stari&rrds.
.
"

to

Setb{lCks~

Purs.uant to the conditi¢ned approval of the Ci!j of Moscow, Lots 1-5 'in Block 2, shall

have'rear Yard setback restrictions of 30 feet, to be measmed pursuant to City of Moscow

,. ,

standardS. All oilier lots shall meet the ~tback ieq:uit-ement<; set forth by the City of Moscow
, " :, ZoJllD.g Ordllian~e.
.'.
.

RoofPitch. Roof pitches of all single.family h?mes s~ not be less thal15112. '
})welling Size. The main. floor li.;..mg area sball be n o'less t:hap. 1250 square feet f~r a on~-level"
home. An~ struCtUre of two or,more stories sfuiU have no less than 'i600 square feet
. . .
Roofs. The roof sball be made 0[30 yeavucrutecuiraI qualityor better.· OnlY. natural 'material$,
i.e. split cedar shakes, shingles 'or built up roofwith naturai.
gravel or man-made materials
such as asphalt shingles, tile metal. Steel material is prohibited. All metal materials must have
a light reflectance value of25% or less. Multiple roof lines are required unless granted a variance .
, "by the·Arc.hitectural Control Committee.

pea

or

Equipment and Projecti()~ Through Rf!Ofs.. All projections through. the roof made of bright metal '
. such as roofvents,:·fan.exhausts, etc. shall be painted With the roof col~r in (l dullfiilish paint.or
. flat black.

'

$uikl.i~g Lines. No building .~~ be placed nearer to any :fron~ side, or ~ set~k line than as .

. "is required.by ~e City

of Moscow Zoning Ordinance or any other appliCable ordin8nee.

-

Garages and Driveways. All dwellings shall have at least t-wo-ca.r garages except as othem~
, approved by- the ACe. Garage doors must match the dwelling. All garages shall b¢ '~ttached to
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must

the primary living structlli-e unle~ ~pproved otherw:ise by the ACe. All driveways
be
paved with a mirdsurface, dust-reduc~g substance sUch as. concrete p:rbrick. There shall be no
dt-iveway or pru-king area o:)n~uct9l1 ~f gravel between. the fr~~t o~ the heme .~nd the stre~t" .

Structure Stt!ing. Bidmg and siding trim for all structures shall be made of hardwood, real wood,
c:i: hardiplank siding material.
.
.

.

. Windows. Each unit shall have amiriimum of2 windows per side of dwel1in.g: If the dwelling is
two or more stories; each unit shall have a minirimffi of) windows per side.
BidldingConstruction:·All hillldings must be cpnstructed pri the siteexrepta!? <l!l approved .
~6nda..T"<j stru.ctu...'"e. This does notpreclude component houses. No building may be moved ·onto
the premises. No manufactured homes. .
.
.
.
Subsequent Add/tions.Any subsequentanditions to existID.g Stru~tures in this subdivision must
comply with
theme ~d · elementS outlined herein.
.

the

ARTICLEVI .....
Use Restrictions .

Or.Ltdoor J!.quipment/Structures... A1~ outdoor equipment/structures ~cluding but not limited to
.. greenhoUses; swing-setS, slides; aiId playhouses·shall be kept in good iepaii. including painting,
by the homeowner. Greenhouses shall be permitted in the backyard on1:;~:
.

re_

r~mporary StrUctures. No:Structure of a temporary nature_ sh~ll be erected or allowed to
on any Lot.other ~ temporaIy co.n.stTuction trailers; saIesoffices. and material- storage faCilities·
..used during construction. .

NUisances. Any use· of the property or course of conduct that interferes with the legal rights.of .
. others by causing damag?, annoyance, or mconvenience is prohibited:.FUitherillore,no noxious
. or offensive trade or adivityshallbe carried on upon any lot nor shall anything ~ done thereof
whichmay be or become an annoyaI!.ce or nuisance to the neighborhood. No activity shall·be
conducted on any part of the Property, which is or niight be unsafe or hazardous to any· person...
All equipmenffor the storage or disposaI of garbage, trash, and waste shall be kept in a clean and·
sanitary conditio-!1:The burning of garbage, trash; o~waste fuoutside incmerators, barbecue pits,
or the like is stnc;t1y prohibited.·
.
.. .
.
.
.
Temporary Residences.· No trailer, tent, shack, garage, or other outbuilding erected pn the Lot _
shall beat any time used asa residence temporarily or peimanentIy~ nor· shan any structure of a
tempo~ character be lJSP..,d a residence.
.

as

An~ennas. Radio ~d television anfemlas not exceeding five (5) f~t in height abOve the roof line

of the residence and satellite disheS or disks not exceeding eighteen. (18) inches in diameter shall
be permitted. Wireless Internet appaiatus ·sliall be pefmitted.·

.
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No sign of any kind shall be displayed to the public view on any Lot othel than the
followmg: a) advertising the ?roperty for·Sale or Rent, b) signs use(i-"by a builder.to ?4v:erti~ the
Property dll-ring the c.on<;:trncnon and sales period; or c) signs designating sub~yiSioil ~. .

$igns.

Animals. No animals, livestock, OF pollItryof anyl.i~d sbalI be raised, breI; or kept on any- LOt,
exce.pt'that dogs,.cats~ ~r'other household pets may be kePt, provided that they are not kqJt, br~
or ·ma.intaffied fo~ any commercial purpose. Animals are prohibited from roaining outside imIess
. .'ill ~ fenced ?rea of on a leash.
. i.
.•

.

.

.

.

I .

Fences. All f~Cl..ng material ~ must compliment the existing residential structures; h~;\¥ever,

are

chain link fences
prohibited. ".Fences maybe allowed in front yards with the pennissiOil of the
ACe only, but in no event shall front yard fences' significantly restrict visibility~ Any and all
'. fenCes muSt be maintained "in aD. attractive ~er.
'
.

Vehicle Restni:nortS. ExPo~ Unlicensed vehicles shall no~ be pernritted uPon' the streets of the .
.Property, nor within public view upon any lot. No c.o imnercial truck over one ionca:padtY;' .
school b,us; n6r"apy other vehicle deemed by the Architectunil Control Corillnittee its . .
.designaredq>J1lII1ittee to be unsightly, sbail be parked in the street, in a driveway, or anywhere
on the Lot 'o~er than wit:l:llii an encloSed garage. Vehicles may park ~nly uPon the pavedsUrfac6; .'
of a Lot Temporary ~ce'v~hicles are permitted. on a temporary basis ocly and may riot .
'exceed any 24 hom 'period:

or

Recreiitjonal VeJiicles~ RecreWion.al.vehicIe~ inc1~, but not liinifed to ro~tor ho~esJ camp
, .trailers, bOats; ATvs. or Sll(}\'0.nobiles, etc., may ]lot be stofed or parked aTIy.whex:e bern-'~jl1. the'

of

1font the home aI?-d the street for a period lo~ger thari two. (2) weeks. For all Conier lot owners;'
parking or storage for recr~onal vehicles must be on the off-street side the p}:operty.
Vehicies.parke(i"or stored for longer than two (2) wee~~ ~hal1 be screened froiD. pUblic view~y a
solid: fence no spo*r thallfive (5) feet tall. All vehicles stored in rear" yards must be within
completely enclosed si:n).ctufe.
.

of

a

shall

Mineral f:!xp!oration: No portion of the Property
be used to explore for o~ to remove'any
. water" sOil, hydrocarbons, other matetia1~ of any Sort.. .
.
. ".
.

or

Home Occupations~ HomeOcCup~tion 3IIowance ~ be according to MosCOw City. Code.

Ail yarOs'shaH be attrnctively landscaped and' ~,ained witliin ei:ih~n.(18)
.' months from ~ 'date of commencement of construction. The Lot owner shall be ~equirea. to .
-:landsCape and plant the front yard of the residence :from the building line to the curb. of the

. ' Landscaping.

·rQ<!dway. incJ#ding'any pOrtion of the road right-of-way lying between the curb and the
.resideritial ~fure. Residential structures l~te4on Lots with frontage on more than one .
roadway shalliandscilpe 'ana plap.t all yards lyiugbetween the residential structure
the cllIb
oftJie roadway. No yard II1?-YcOUSist solely of gravel or rock. Fuithermore, no p~ter strip,
, . ' .located between the'cUrb .and the sidewalk., may co'nsist of gravel. There must be a m.iXt:Ure of .
. . inateri~s for attraction, from Xeriseape to ~orm.ge gardens. Each Lot shall be k~t in a clean,
attractive.
weed-free manner: All street trees provided by the De:-veloper ni~be planted

and

and
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within. eighteen ( 18) month~ ~m' the da~ wmmencement of construction, aild kept in
~o:rdance vlith Moscow's Community ForestIy Ordinance.

Trash BwningBarre1s; etc.. No lot $hall be used or maintailled:aS a dinnping'ground for
rubbis~ tra.sh, garbage or oilier waste. Such materials,shaU not be kept except-in Sanitary ,
containers. All incinerators orpther equipment fcir the storage or disposal of such material shall
be k ept in a
and sanitary condition; and be screened from view.,

clean

No

No IndividUal Water Supply. individual water supply system shall be permitted on any lot
, unl~s such system is located" constructed, equipped, installed and approved in accordance 'With
tbe':requirements, stand2rds, and rec.ommendatioDS ofIdaho State Health DepartmenL
ARTICLEVn
Amendments
, The coven.mits~d restrictions of this D¢laration shall biIid ~nly the lan,d, sPecifically herein
described and sball run willi and bmd the land. This Declaration sba1i not be amended, modified
or changed unIe~ an mstruffient to that effect" is signed and iecorded' ill thereco~ds of~tah
"County, ldahp, and approved of by at least two-thirds (2/3) ofllie Owners of the Property,and by
the pedarant, so long as the Declarant owns anyone of the LotS pr,any of the land adjacentto
~e lots. ShoUld $.eDeclarant not retain au ownership in any of thedots in the subject property,
or in any of the land adjac.ent to the subject property; then approval shall be based ~n two.,.

of

tbirds.(2/3)
the Owners, baSed upon oi::evote fot each lot (}vlnbL These covenants carniO! be
mOdified withoufthe:coIL<:ent ofllie Deda.:."an1 within the fuSt36 months from the date of,
-recording.

,ARTICLE vm '
DecI8nmt;s Rfu;hfs

Declarant is- developing 'the Property, and the Imd adja~t to the ~operty, ~d to complete s2id
work efficiently; 'nothing in this Declaration shall be understood or Construed ~o:

the

'Prevent Declarant, its contraCtors, subcontractors or agents from doing nn
Property oron any
lot whatever is fe?SODablY necessary or advisable in connection with th~ Completion of the w ork;
or
P~vent Declarnnt, its contractors, subContractors or agents from erecting~' constructing, and
maintaining !In any part or parts of the Property, such structUres as may be,reasonable and
, necessary for the conduct of its business of-completingS4id work and Selling, renfug 'or
otherwise disposing- oftht? Property and/or any lot.
FURTHERMORE, it is understood that the Declarant ~Wns the adjacent futmland and may
" develop said land. In the meantime, however, Declarant shall con$ue' fan:ni,Dg th~ land, Lot
oWners agree not to'impede in the development or faIming of the land by the Decl~t.. '
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ARTICLE IX
Dn.i-ation And Sevenbility
- Thls.Decl;;uation shallconunue in full force for .atetin of fifty (50) years from the date hereof,
iifter· wWch time -Q1e' sam~ shall be automatiCally extended for successive periods of ten (10), .
ye~ U¢ess a Declaration ofT~rmination is ~ided m~ting the requirements of an · .
ani¢di:ri~ to this Declarati6u as set.f'orth above. Invalidation of Uris Declaration or any portion
-·...ofthis Dec.larauonby orderofa Court of ixlmpetent jurisdiction shall not affect any remaining
terms or provisions of the Declaration, all of "v~ch shall reinain in :full force and e~ect. ..

ARTICLEX·
Enforcement

part

~lanmt,
party.having :o r acq~g any right' title; QI" hltereSt in or to lli.lY
of the
PIcperty.or l ot; 'Mdany governniental or- quaSi-governmental agency or municipality having
j.<Irispiction over the Property shall have the right to enforce, hy
proceedings at law in ,
eqmty, all declarations~ limitations, covenants, conditions and restrictions, now or here'<ift;;r
imposed by this Declaration and in stIch action shall be~entitIed to recOve~ c;.osts and reasonable
:.attorneYs'.fees from the party against whom enforcement is sought or obtained. Such actio~
. ·shhlfnot include the right to prevent aviola1iori or breach oftbis Declaration by restraining order' ,
ar:d/or injunction and/or to'recoveI' damages for violation or breach thereoLFailure of the
. Com.IDitt~6r any Owner to arrorce any cove~t oi:restricuon herein contained
mno
.' c:/eut tie deemed a· Waiver of the right to do so therea:fier.

any

any

or

shall

IN WITNEss WHEREOF;Declarant has hereunto subscribed its name as. of the date and.
. yeat.firSt written above.. '
.
.
,

.-

TIIOhlJ>SON DEVELOPMENT, LLC

BY:&:ttQ~om~~n,~~~~~f .
Inompsori, Et AL .Inc:; Member

-
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STATE OF IDAHO

.

)
)

ss.

On this Jlq4-.day of August, 2008, befo~ me, the undersigned, a No~ Public in and for
said State, persoriallyappeared GARREIT A TI-fOMPSON, mown or identified to me to be the .
Authorized Agent ofTIIOMPSON ET AL, INC., an ' Idaho corporation, Member of
mOMPSON DEVELOPMENT, LLC,
Idaho limited liability comPany, and' the' person who
. executed tlie instrument on behalf of said limited liability company, and acIalowledged to Ple
. that Such company executed the sanie. . .
. .

an:

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto ~t my band and notarial seal on the date last
: above written.. .

L. ..• .J.
•
~g ill

~'

.•

~.

•

LaIan coumy.

My commission expires: ~21-2009

..

" .:~

.
.
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SUSAN R. WILSON
ATTORNEY ATLAW,PLLC
208 S. Main St. Ste 2
Moscow, ID 83843
Telephone: (208) 882-8060
Fax: (866) 221-9397
Email: sw2@moscow.com
ISB No. 7374
Attorney for Petitioner

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, ][N AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH
THOMPSON DEVELOPMENT, LLC
an Idaho limited liability company,
Petitioner,

) Case No . CV 2010 - 00890
)
)
)

)

v.
IDAHO BOARD OF TAX APPEALS,
et al.
Respondent
IN THE MATTER OF THE APPEAL
OF DENIAL OF AGRICULTURAL
EXEMPTION FOR TAX YEARS
2009 and 2010

AFFIDAVIT OF

)
GARRETT A. THOMPSON
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

I, GARRETT A. THOMPSON, being first deposed, hereby states the following:
1.

That I am a resident of Latah County.

2.

That I am a member of the Thompson family, and I manage Thompson
Development, LLC, the owner of the property consisting of 15.97+1- acres and
commonly known as Indian Hills VI Addition to the City of Moscow.

3.

That as manager for Thompson Development, LLC, I represented Thompson
Development, LLC throughout the subdivision approval process for Indian
Hills VI Addition with the City of Moscow.

4.

That during the plat approval process with the City of Moscow, the City
Council conditioned approval ofthe plat on a restriction that all R-3 zoned lots

AFFIDAVIT OF GARRETT A. THOMPSON
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be used for single-family residential purposes rather than multi-family
residential purposes at the time the lots are used for residential purposes.
5.

That Covenants, Conditions, and Restrictions (collectively "Covenants") were
recorded against Phases I and II of Indian Hills VI Addition, which includes the
4.91 acres denied the agricultural exemption by the County.

6.

That I understood that the Covenants do not prohibit agricultural use of the
Entire Property owned by Thompson Development, LLC, nor were those
Covenants ever intended to prohibit agricultural use; in fact, they were intended
to make agricultural use by my family expressly permitted.

DATED this ~ \~ day of December, 2010.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

£

day of December, 2010.

Public, in and for the State of Idaho
Residing at N\oSCclU
My commission expires: Y -.;1.\ - 01.0
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I
SUSAN R. WILSON
ATTORNEY AT LAW, PLLC
208 S. Main St. Ste 2
Moscow, 10 83843
Telephone: (208) 882-8060
Fax: (866) 221-9397
Email: sw2@moscow.com
ISB No. 7374
Attorney for Petitioner
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH
THOMPSON DEVELOPMENT, LLC
an Idaho limited liability company,

Petitioner,

v.
IDAHO BOARD OF TAX APPEALS,
etal.
Respondent
IN THE MATTER OF THE APPEAL
OF DENIAL OF AGRICULTURAL
EXEMPTION FOR TAX YEARS
2009 and 2010

) Case No. CV 2010 - 00890
)
)
)
)
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

I, SUSAN R. WILSON, being first deposed, hereby states the following:
1.

That I represent Petitioner in the above matter.

2.

That on or about November 2008, I contacted Jerry Coleman, who worked as
an Assessor with Latah County. On behalf of the Petitioner, I asked Mr.
Coleman if the Petitioner would be entitled to the agricultural exemption if it
were to farm all of the property owned by the Petitioner, and more particularly,
the property subj ect to this appeal.

3.

I also met with Mr. Coleman at the Latah County Assessor's office to go over
the property owned by the Petitioner.

4.

Mr. Coleman notified me that so long as the Petitioner was farming the
property at the end of April, beginning of May when assessments had to be
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completed, that Petitioner would be given the agricultural exemption fo;r't~e~-----.4
property.
5.

I conveyed to Petitioner that Mr. Coleman represented that the Petitioner would
receive an agricultural exemption if the Petitioner were to be fanning the
property in late April to middle May, and that Mr. Coleman would be visiting
the property to detennine if it was being fanned.
DATED this ---"'-_ day of December, 2010.

S

R.WiLSON, Attorney for Petitioner

SUBSCRlBED AND SWORN to before me this

J.:l day of December, 2010.

ANNE KEIRNES
Notary Public

State of Idaho

Notary Public, in and for the State ofIdaho
Residing at M. OSCf71h
My commission expires: q·/·lla
(
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SUSAN R. WILSON
ATTORNEY AT LAW, PLLC
208 S. Main St. Ste 2
Moscow, ID 83843
Telephone: (208) 882-8060
Fax: (866) 221-9397
Email: sw2@moscow.com
ISB No. 7374
Attorney for Petitioner
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH
THOMPSON DEVELOPMENT, LLC
an Idaho limited liability company,
Petitioner,

) Case No. CV 2010 - 00890

)
)
)

)

v.
IDAHO BOARD OF TAX APPEALS,
etal.

AFFIDAVIT OF

)
KEITH B. FELDMAN
)
)

)
)
Respondent
)
)
IN THE MATTER OF THE APPEAL )
OF DENIAL OF AGRICULTURAL )
EXEMPTION FOR TAX YEARS )
2009 and 2010
)
)

I, KEITH B. FELDMAN, being first deposed, hereby states the following:
1.

That I am a resident of Latah County.

2.

That I have been working for Thompson Farms, owned by Ted Thompson and
family, for over 27 years.

3.

That as an employee of Thompson Farms, I harvested the spring wheat crop on
property owned by Thompson Development, LLC in the August of 2009.

4.

That the property I harvested in August of2009, included the propeliy
commonly referred to as Phase I of the Indian Hills VI Addition to the City of
Moscow.
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5.

That the photographs attached as Exhibit B to the Affidavit of Theodore .
Thompson, are accurate and tme depictions of me harvesting the spring wheat
crop on the Thompson Development, LLC property in August of2009.

6.

That as an employee of Thompson Farms, I participate in the farming of all
property owned by the Thompson family, including the property commonly
known as Indian Hills VI Addition to the City of Moscow and owned by
Thompson Development, LLC.

7.

That all work that I performed while farming the Thompson Development,
LLC property was done pursuant to customary farming practices.

DATED this _ _ day of December, 20 O.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this _ _ day of December, 2010.

a Public, in and for the State ofIdaho
Residing at ---'-''-''''''~~'''-=-_ _ __
My commission AV''''1"''~ . --,--=-,--",=-:
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SUSAN R. WILSON
ATTORNEY AT LAW, PLLC
208 S. Main St. Ste 2
Moscow, ID 83843
Telephone: (208) 882-8060
Fax: (866) 221-9397
Email: sw2@moscow.com
ISB No. 7374
Attorney for Petitioner
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH
THOMPSON DEVELOPMENT, LLC
an Idaho limited liability company,

) Case No. CV 2010 - 00890

)
)
Petitioner,
)
)
v.
) AFFIDAVIT OF
) BRENT FELDMAN
IDAHO BOARD OF TAX APPEALS, )
etal.
)
)
Respondent
)
)
IN THE MATTER OF THE APPEAL )
OF DENIAL OF AGRICULTURAL )
EXEMPTION FOR TAX YEARS )
2009 and 2010
)
)

I, BRENT FELDMAN, being first deposed, hereby states the following:
1.

That I am a resident of Latah COWlty.

2.

That I have been working for Thompson Farms, owned by Ted Thompson and
family, for over 10 years.

3.

That as an employee of Thompson Farms, in the fall of2008, I chisel plowed
the property owned by Thompson Development, LLC, and known as the Indian
Hills VI Addition to the City of Moscow.
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4.

That as an employee of Thompson Farms, I participate in the farming of all
property owned by the Thompson family, including the property commonly
known as Indian Hills VI Addition to the City of Moscow and owned by
Thompson Development, LLC.

5.

That all work that I perfonned while fruming the Thompson Development,
LLC property was done pursuant to customary farming practices.

DATED this )..\:>1' day of December, 2010.

B~MAN
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this ~ day of December, 2010.

t YPublic, in and for the State of Idaho
Residing at MDS~
My commission expires: Y-Ol\-;;;t{)1 ~
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BOARD OF LATAH COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
COMMISSIONER MINUTES
lVfEETING AS A BOARD OF E QUALIZATION

Commissioners present:
D'a te:
Time Commence:
Time Adjourned:
Minutes taken by:
Session Recor ded :

3:00 PM

BOEMinutes

Tom S. Stroschein, Jennifer Barrett
Monday, June 29, 2009
3:09 p.m.
3:52 p.m.
Kara Rickert, Deputy
Yes

SEP 25 2009

Appeal of Property Assessment by Thompsou'Development LLC, Parcel Numbers
RPM04970030 170A, RPM04970030090A, RPM04970030080A, RPM04970030070A,
RPM04970030060A, RPM04970030050A, RPM04970030040A, RPM04970020060A,
RPM04970020070A, RPM04970030010A, RPM04970020100A, RPM04970020090A,
RPM04970020080A, RPM04970020040A, RPM04970020030A, RPM04970040050A,
RPM049700200 lOA, RPM04970030 l60A, RPM049700400 lOA, RPM04970040020A,
RPM04970040030A, RPM04970040060A, RPM04970030020A, RPM04970030030A,
RPM04970050030A, RPM04970050040A, RPM04970050050A, RPM04970050060A,
RPM04970050070A, RPM04970050080A, & RPM04970050090A - continued to July
13
Commissioners Stroschein and Barrett present
Staff: Patrick Vaughan and Jerry Coleman
Appellant: represented by Susan R. Wilson, Ted Thompson
Exhibits #1, 2 & 3
brief overview by Assessor, Indian' Hills 6th edition, residential lots in Moscow,
subdivision ... based ou residential lot schedule . .. within city limits
SW>back in November this question came up, market for lots isn't there ... if lots are
farmed would they be designated ag or not ... at the time, had conversations with Mr. ,
Coleman, ultimately it didn't matter the infrastructure but what-the use was .. ,was
contacted by Daily News about the designation ... nothing has changed since that time,
until now ... fann service agency, it is designated as farm land., .Idaho Code 63-604,
defmes land as designated as ag ... more than 5 acres, clearly farming that, no question of
that. . , think combined with that and initial representation .. ,should and does qualify for
the ag exemption.. .
'
(looking over map)
SW>three lots purchased were under the same understanding, the rest are still owned by
Thompsons
TS>and planted in spring wheat
SW>platting in and of itself does not take it out of ag .. .contiguous
JC>clarify, Susan represented that I told her that ifit was faimed ... three phases, 2 and 3
are certainly being famled, phase l, all top soil has been taken off of the lots (in the
picture) . . ,January advertisement in parade of homes, advertising to sell these lots as
residential lots .. ' typically when I see agricultural lots advertised it will list their
yield .. ,photos from tlus spring., .these are residential lots that are for sale as
such ... utilities to each lot, curbs ... this is more indicative to residential than an
agricultural operation
TS>aIl photos taken at the same time?
JC>frrst two were later this spring, last one were earlier in the year
TS>we have several of these appeals, to treat everyone equitably . ..don't know that
we ' ll be able to make a decision today ... myunderstanding, three criteria, have a setaside, CRP; rotational;

1

10 5

JC>bonafide agriculture activity, exemption from market value, you have to qualify for
it.. .ag. exemption is not intended to avoid taxation
SW>look at code when looking at exemptions . ..there are a lot of properties out there
with signs on them .. .just because there is a sign doesn't mean that it changes the use of
the property . .. platting does not release it from having the exemption
JB>how do you get the·
SW>if it weren't for the representation by the assessor's office tlus would not have been
planted
.
JC>Don and Maureen wanted to be on the record (reads letter) .. .request all property
owners in this development be treated the same ... pictures, IS \ 2/3 of bottom is Don and
Maureen'llot; 2nd, wheat by garden spot; 3rd, amount of wheat versus weeds; 4th, streF_~ _
. . :-~all plot; 5 ,same; last 3, contrast between phase 1 and 2...
TS>show us wqere the Regan's lot is?
JC>lots not oW11ed by Thompson's are outlined on map
S\V>when it w~s represented about the ago exemption . . .some property owners
approached the rrhompson's to include their property it what was being farmed ...

C C i V F: L
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JC>pbase 2 and 3 ,~ a bonafide ag; acttvi,ty, but phase 1 i
. SW>was Clear th<i(ff it was f armed itwouI"d be ag .. . from code it certainly complies . ..
JB>iftlley rall d tractor over it and it has been seeded it would be agriculture .. .pretty
obvious that there is some development
TS>have more appeals of this nature ... don't want to cut off discussion ... would like to
hear why this is ltransacted, tlus year you're treating all, either Pat or Jerry, why tlUs
determination "Jas made, you treated everyone equitably
PV>several developments where we detennined that the use of the land changed, so we
changed the categorization and tlle assessment, sinUlar in that they are all in Moscow, or
on periphery, change in ag use to development. . . in each case we determined the use of
the land had changed substantially and forever .. .irreversible changes to the land ... each
case will have it's own merits or reason for a decision, but they are all sinlilar in that in
general they have to do with us changing the categorization from ag to residential
development. .. due to similarities, you may want to continue for deliberation .. .for
equitability ... not that you'll make the same decision on each, but that they are in a
similar situation ... each is a little big different, but in our determination the use was
clearly not agricultural. .. may want to continue your deliberations until we have heard
them all
ffi>recommend we continue until we have beard them all
TS>pictures subnlitted by Regan's, asphalt, being assessed?
SW>the asphalt belongs to the City
Tf>the area ofthe streets is separate for FSA too ... soil types and condition, there is a
whole lot ofLC that is farmed that is low or absent topsoil, so don' t know that the soil is
that much different than some other spots ... condition of the crop, there is quite a bit of
crop out there that is pretty stressed ... it could be considered a fallow year, cover crop
SW>t11e status of the infrastructure was there prior to representation by Mr.
Coleman ... FSA clearly sees it as being farmed .. .
.
TS>concur with your recommendation
3:52 p.m.
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BEFORE THE IDAHO BOARD OF TAX APPEALS
IN THE MATTER OF THE APPEALS OF IDAHO
T RUST DEEDS, LLC from the decisions of the
Board of Equalization of Twin Falls County for tax
year200B.

)
)
)
)
)

APPEAL NOS. OB-A-27B7
thru OB-A-2B10
FINAL DECISION
AND ORDER

AGRICULTURAL EXEMPTION APPEA LS
THESE MATTERS came on for consolidated hearing November 7, 200B in Twin Falls,
Idaho before Hearing Officer Steven Wallace.

The full Board participated in this decision.

Attorney Gary Slette and Managing Member Rick Giesler appeared for Idaho Trust Deeds, LLC.
Assessor Gerry Bowden, County Prosecutor Matt Pember and Appraiser Supervisor John
Knapple appeared for Respondent Twin Falls County. These appeals are taken from decisions
of the Twin Falls County Board of Equalization (BOE) denying the protests of valuation for taxing
purposes of properties described by parcel no. on Attachment A.

The issue on appeal is whether farmed ground qualifies as exempt pursuant to
Section 63-604, I.C., or what is the proper taxable value of exempt "land actively devoted
to agriculture" pursuant to Section 63-602K.
The decisions of the Twin Falls County Board of Equalization are modified in part
and reversed in part.
FINDINGS OF FACT
The subject property is 25 "unsold" residential lots in two (2) newer subdivisions, Belmont
Stakes and Emerald Heights. All the subject lots, plus some adjoining non subdivision land, are
tenant farmed. According to the record, the subdivisions' CC&R's do not restrict the present
agricultural use. Platted roadways within the subdivisions are developed and owned by the
government. The subject lots are generally at, or a little over, one (1) acre in size.

-1-
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Appeal Nos. 08-A-2787 thru 08-..._ __ _ __

The County found 21 lots had a boundary line, or point contact, in common with other
sa me-ownership land where the total area involved was overfive (5) acres. These 21 lots were
exempted pursuant to Section 63-604, I.C.. On these exempt lots Appellant objects to the
taxable value determination, claiming an over-assessment.
On the other four (4) subject lots, the County held they were not exempt where the
contiguous land area was determined to be under five (5) acres. On these non exempted lots
Appellant seeks the agricultural exemption and a fair determination of taxable value. Taxpayer
contends the exception in Section 63-604(7)(a) applies to these lots. Consequently the four (4)
lots should be considered for assessment purposes to be "contiguous" with other sameownership land, which all taken together has a total contiguous land area that exceeds the 5-acre
threshold.
Taxpayer contends the subject subdivision land should be valued the same as any other
qualifying cropland, Le. pursuant to the actual-use-value model provided for in the agricultural
exemption law. The installation of subdivision improvements and the subsequent impact on
individual lot values is contended to be a non factor in the determination of taxable value under
the agricultural exemption. The subdivision improvements considered by the Assessor included
improved streets and utility lines within those roadways.
The Assessor calculated an agricultural land value of$1 ,333 per acre. This was the figure
based solely on the statutory and rule formula. The legal formula is complex. It is summarized
here as a "use-value", based on a specially modified income approach, where income is tied to
a soil type's agricultural production. Land immediately outside the subdivision, that was farmed
in conjunction with the subdivision ground, had a total assessed value of $1 ,333 per acre. But
where the 21 lots were serviced by subdivision improvements, the calculation of taxable value
-2-
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diffe red substantially - going as high as $54,000 to $66, 000 each for the roughly 1-acre lots.
Respondent reported it had granted an agricultura l exemption to the 21 lots. Without th e
agricultural exemption, market value estimates for the 21 lots ranged from about $64,000 to
$76,000 each.
In assessing the 21 lots, the Assessor adapted a method of valuation used for non exempt
subdivision ground . The subdivision market valuation model allocated a percentage of total
value to various components. For instance, the land cost in a rural subdivision was typically
found to represent 17% of the total subdivision development costs, utilities were 18%, and so on.
To grant the agricultural exemption, i.e. remove the "speculative value", the County removed
17% from its full market value estimates for each lot; then replaced the 17% reduction with the
special use valuation. This produced a taxable value that reflected both the agricultural use plus
value attributable to the presence of subdivision improvements.
Respondent's explanation fo r this special treatment of agricultural land in subdivisions
implied the improvements were actually located on the lots and owned by the lot owner(s). From
the record however, this did not appear to be the case. Regardless, the tenant farming evidently
continued right up to, or across, the lot boundary lines.
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
This Board's goal in its hearings is the acquisition of sufficient, accurate evidence to
support a determination of fair market value or as here exempt status and taxable value. This
Board, giving full opportunity for all arguments and having considered all testimony and
documentary evidence submitted by the parties in support of their respective positions, hereby
enters the following.
Property is presumed taxable unless expressly exempted. Idaho Code Sections 63-203,
-3-
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63-602. Several rules apply in determining whether property is entitled to an exemption. Statutes
granting tax exemptions are strictly construed against the taxpayer and in favor of the State. Tax
exemptions are narrowly construed, following the "strict but reasonable" rule of statutory
construction . Ada County Bd. ofEqua!ization v. Highlands, Inc., 141 Idaho 202 at206; 108 P.3d
349 at 353 (2005).
Subdivision roadways were in public ownership for both platted subdivisions germane to
this matter (Belmont Stakes and Emerald Heights). Where a roadway separated privately owned
lots from one another, the County found the separated lots were not "contiguous" as the private
ownerships did not meet at the center of the street. Thus the County found four (4) lots did not
qualify for the agricultural exemption due to size standards. We hold the County reading of
Section 63-602K(7)(a) was in error. The section provides:
(7) As used in this section:
(a) "Contiguous" means being in actual contact or touching along a boundary or
at a point, except no area of land shall be considered not contiguous solely by
reason of a roadway or other right-of-way.
The roadway exception would be superfluous language or a meaningless clause as
interpreted by the County. If same-owner parcels went to the centerline of a street or right of way
from opposite sides, then those ownerships would "touch" under the first phrase meaning . The
County believed the second phrase applied only under the same circumstances as the first, i.e.
where a "touch" occurred. The "exception" phrase must be interpreted to alter or qualify the first
part under the expressed circumstances.

It is an exception, i.e. it applies where common

ownerships do not touch solely by reason of a roadway or other right-of-way.
The four (4) non exempted lots were contiguous with one another through common
boundaries and ownerships. Lots in th~ same ownership werE{locateddirectly~gross the street"
-.

,'

,,:,,;,"\

-" ::

J
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Therefore the BOE decision to not exempt four (4) of the subject lots will be reversed.
The other issue on appeal dealt with the proper calculation of taxable value under the
agricultural exemption. As noted earlier, the County started with an estimate of the full market
value for each lot, then made a 17% deduction, then added back an agricultural land value. We
hold the agricultural land value should have been calculated pursuant to the statutory scheme
and that this figure alone represented the taxable value of subject lots. See Section 63-602K,
I.C. and Property Tax Administrative Rules 613, 614 and 645 in IDAPA 35.01.03.
The taxable value of land actively devoted to agriculture is closely controlled.
mechanics of determining taxable value on this partial exemption are complex.

The

It is clear

however that the "actual use value" or taxable value is not determined by reference to market
value, but by statute and rule procedure/formula. The speculative portion value results from
comparing the statutory formula value, i.e. the taxable value, with the property's full market value.
The pertinent exemption law does not provide for or allow a taxable value calculation as
processed by the County. The record provided the subject lots were farmed over their surface
area. There was no indication that subdivision improvements prevented farming.
For the reasons set forth above, the decisions of the Twin Falls County Board of
Equalization concerning subject lots will be reversed in part and modified in part.
FINAL ORDER
In accordance with the foregoing Final Decision, IT IS ORDERED that the decisions of the
Twin Falls County Board of Equalization concerning the subject parcels be, and the same hereby
are, REVERSED in part to grant exemptions and set taxable values on four (4) lots, and
-5-
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MODIFIED in part to reduce taxable values on the remaining 21 lots. See Attachment A for
specific taxable values ordered by the Board.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that any taxes which have been paid in excess of those
determined to have been due be refunded or applied against other ad valorem taxes due from
Appellant.
DATED February 27,2009

Attachment A
Before the Board of Tax Appeals
Idaho Trust Deeds, LLC Appeals - Twin Falls County
Appeal No.1. 08-21. 08-A-2806
1. 08-A-2786

22. 08-A-2807

2.

08-A-2787

23. 08-A-2808

3.

08-A-2788

24. 08-A-2809

4.

08-A-2789

25. 08-A-2810

5.

08-A-2790

6.

08-A-2791

7.

08-A-2792

8.

08-A-2793

9.

08-A-2794

10. 08-A-2795
11. 08-A-2796
12. 08-A-2797
13. 08-A-2798
14. 08-A-2799
15. 08-A-2800
16. 08-A-2801
17. 08-A-2802
18. 08-A-2803
19. 08-A-2804
20. 08-A-2805
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value set at $1,333

Parcel No.

!f{POF3090000070A

modified, value set at $1,335

IRPOF1530000220A

modified, value set at $1,349

~POF1530000240A

modified, value set at $3,779

CRPOF1530000210A

modified, value set at $1,349

rRPOF1530000200A

modified, value set at $1,375

gRPOF1530000190A

modified, value set at $1,338

~POF1530000180A

modified, value set at $1 ,380

rRPOF1530000170A

reversal, value set at $1,346

l RPOF1530000160A

reversal, value set at $1,343

~POF1530000150A

revers al, value set at $1,340

gRPOF1530000140A

reversal, value set at $1,338

1RPOF1530000120A

modified, value set at $1,879

yRPOF1530000110A

modified, value set at $1,338

~POF1530000090A

modified, value set at $1,828

RP016210030090A RPOF1530000080A

modified, value set at $1,610

withdrawn/dis RPOF1530000070A

modified, value set at $1,607

missed

RPOF1530000060A

modified, value set at $1,335

RPOF3090000010A RPOF1530000050A

modified, value set at $1,335

RPOF1530000040A

modified, value set at $1,333

modified,
value set at
$1,354
RPOF3090000020A
modified,
value set at $1,335
RPOF3090000030A
modified,
value set at
$1,335
RPOF3090000050A
modified,
value set at
$1,354
RPOF3090000060A
modified,
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EXHIB T
BEFORE THE IDAHO BOARD OF TAX APPEALS
IN THE MATTER OF THE APPEAL OF ROBERT
C . HORTON from the decision of the Board of
Equalization of Ada County for tax year 2007.

I

) APPEAL NO. 07-A-2145
) FINAL DECISION
) AND ORDER

AGRICU LTURAL EXEMPTION APPEAL
THIS MATTER came on for hearing October 18,2007 in Boise, Idaho before Hearing
Officer Travis Vanlith. Board Members Lyle R. Cobbs, Linda S. Pike and David E. Kinghorn
participated in this decision. Appellant Robert C. Horton appeared. Chief Deputy Tim Tallman
and County Appraiser Dan Curtis appeared for Respondent Ada County. This appeal is taken
from a decision of the Ada County Board of Equalization denying a claim for exemption (protest
of valuation) for property described as Parcel No. R6576000301.

The issue on appeal is whether grazing land associated with the subject parcel
qualifies for an exemption from property taxes pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 63-602K and 63604, the agricultural lands exemption.
The decision of the Ada County Board of Equalization is affirmed.
FINDINGS OF FACT
The proper assessment treatment of pasture land included with the subject parcel is the
only contested issue.

In 2007, the assessed land value increased to $200,000 after the

agricultural exemption was removed. Appellant requests the land used for livestock grazing by
a lessee be granted exempt status pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 63-602K and 63-604.
Prior to issuing 2007 tax year assessments, the county land records department
discovered the land area (land ownership) associated with the subject parcel had been in error.
The correct land area (legal description) associated with the subject parcel was declared to be
4.538 acres. In prior years, the land size forthis parcel record reflected 5.191 acres less a rightof-way (ROW).

-1-
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The qualifying criteria for an agricu ltural exemption grant is different depending or '
land size applies.1 The County maintains the subject land must qualify under the "five acres or
less" criteria and that the property owner has not provided proof of such entitlement. Appellant
claims the qualification should be measured under the "over five acres" standard. The pasture
land on the subject parcel is grazed in conjunction with the land of an adjacent parcel, and
together they comprise the 5.191 acre area. A couple of arguments are presented in that regard.
However Appellant did not dispute the County contention that the owners of record for the
subject parcel and the contiguous ROW parcel to the south are different.
The County shows the owner of record on the adjacent parcel to be a municipal
corporation. Taxpayer owns no other adjacent parcels, but suggests a possible adverse
possession against the government parcel. The County relied on the record owner reflected in
its muniments of title.
Appellant argued administrative property tax rule 645 (IDAPA 35.01.03.645.03.d),
declaring that contiguous land must be under the "same ownership", is unlawful as it goes
beyond the statute. It is contended that Appellant should be found , for property tax assessment
purposes, to be the owner of the 5.191 acres or alternately that the grazing use over a
contiguous five-plus-acres is all that is required.
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
This Board's goal in its hearings is the acquisition of sufficient, accurate evidence to
support a determination of fair market value or exempt status. This Board, giving full opportunity
for all arguments and having considered all testimony and documentary evidence submitted by
the parties in support of their respective positions, hereby enters the following.
Idaho Code § 63-604 provides in pertinent part as follows.

lldaho Code § 63-604(1)(a) and (b).

-2-
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Land actively devoted to agriculture defined.
(1) For property tax purposes, land which is actively devoted to agriculture shall be
eligible for appraisal, assessment and taxation as agricultural property each year
it meets one (1) or more of the following qualifications:
(a) The total area of such land, including the homesite, is more than
five (5) contiguous acres, and is actively devoted to agriculture which
means:
(I) It is used to produce filed crops including, but not limited
to, grains, feed crops, fruits and vegetables; or
(ii) It is used to produce nursery stock as defined in section
22-2302(11), Idaho Code; or
(iii) It is used by the owner for t he grazing of livestock to be
sold as part of a for-profit Enterprise, or is leased by the
owner to a bona fide lessee for grazing purposes; or
(iv) It is in a cropland retirement or rotation program .
(b) The area of such land is five (5) contiguous acres or less a nd
such land has been actively devoted to agriculture within the
meaning of subsection (1 )(a) of this section during the last three (3)
growing seasons; and
(I) It agriculturally produces for sale or home
consumption the equivalent of fifteen percent (15%) or
more of the owner's or lessee's annual gross income;
or
(ii) It agriculturally produced gross revenue in the
immediately preceding year of one thousand dollars
($1,000) or more. When the area of land is five (5)
contiguous acres or less, such land shall be presumed
to be nonagricultural land until it is established that the
requirements of this subsection have been met.
There is no dispute with Appellant's description of the grazing that is occurring on both of
the two land areas presented in this appeal. Both parcels are, at least in part, annually grazed
by the livestock of a lessee. The taxpayer brings this claim for exemption based on an argument
that the applicable land size for determining the exemption is 5.191 acres and thus the germane
subsection is 63-604(1)(a). The applicability of this particular size unit is said to be regardless
of who the Board might determine owns the land (taxpayer or another). Appellant's case as
presented was somewhat more involved. But nothing further will be summarized here.
The County reports its public records show the subject parcel 's record owner has title in
4.538 acres. This was unrefuted and stands apart from a potential claim of adverse possession
-3-
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against the government. And since the owner did not seek exemption nor offer necessa-"",.---m::J
in association with this size, no grant of the agricultural exemption should be forthcoming. Idaho
Code § 63-604(1)(b).
A statute granting tax exemption cannot be extended by judicial construction so as to
create an exemption not specifically authorized. Exemptions are never presumed. The burden
is on the claimant to establish [support] clearly a right to exemption. It must be in terms so
specific and certain as to leave no room for doubt. Sunset Memorial Gardens, Inc. V. Idaho
State Tax Comm'n, 80 Idaho 206,219,327 P.2d 766, 774 (1958); Corp. of the Presiding Bishop
of Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints v. Ada County, 123 Idaho 41 0,416, 849 P.2d 83,
86 (1993). A claim of exemption from tax must be justified, if at all, by the terms of the statute.
Roeder Holdings v. Bd. of Equalization, 136 Idaho 809, 813,41 P.3d 237,241 (2001).
This claim presents an actual grazing use of the subject parcel. There is no evidence
offered in support of a claim to exemption for land of "five (5) contiguous acres or less" under §
63-604(1 )(b), I.C. Therefor to decide the claim, the Board must determine if the subject parcel
contains the suggested 5.191 acres or alternately if another's land may be considered in regards
to meeting the "more than five (5) contiguous acres" threshold in subsection (1 )(a). For the
reasons expressed below, we hold the grazing land on subject parcel does not qualify for an
exemption.
The Supreme Court has long recognized and tax statutes so hold, the owner of record title
is the person to be considered as the taxpayer. Idaho Code §§ 63-201(19),63-212,63-307;
Russet Potato Co. v. Board of Equalization, 93 Idaho 501,465 P.2d 625 (1970). The owner of
record on the subject parcel has title to 4.538 acres. This owner of record

has nbteqg~~titl~t9 ~

"any adjoining parcels. . To suggest the land of a different, adjacent owner may, or should, be
considered toward exceeding the five-acre threshold is without merit. To do so would produce
-4-
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absurd results clearly outside that contemplated by the Legislature and does further "'W-....- - - negate the Legislative intent or purpose in having a different standard for smaller acreages or
plots. If the taxpayer has¢Qntig/JouS land pargelsthey.may be oc?P~lqere,d, toget~era~ de lied
'. by the statute. But there is no legal basis for construing the agricultural exemption statute as
suggested by Appellant. A lessee's cattle may graze over an area involving multiple parcels,
perhaps even undera lease agreement, butwhere differenttaxpayers (owners) are involved, the
Board finds each must qualify on their own property ownership and use.
Appellant has not demonstrated entitlement to exemption under the five acres or less
standard. Appellant is not the record owner of land or contiguous lands exceeding five acres.
The subject grazing land is not "land actively devoted to agriculture" as defined in Idaho Code

§ 63-604. Therefore it does not qualify for exemption and the Board will therefor affirm the
decision of the Ada County Board of Equalization.
FINAL ORDER
In accordance with the foregoing Final Decision, IT IS ORDERED that the decision of the
Ada County Board of Equalization concerning the subject parcel be, and the same hereby is,
affirmed.
MAILED April 1, 2008
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LATAH COUNTY PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE
ADRIENNE K. WILLEMS
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 8068
Moscow, ID 83843
Phone: (208) 883-2246
Idaho State Bar # 4246

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH

THOMPSON DEVELOPMENT, LLC,
an Idaho Limited Liability Company,
Petitioner, .
v.
IDAHO BOARD OF TAX APPEALS, ET AL.,
Respondents.

)
)
) CASE NO. CV 2010-00890
)
)
) CROSS MOTION FOR
) SUMMARY JUDGMENT
)
)

Latah County, by and through Adrienne K. Willems, Latah County
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, and, pursuant to I.R.c.P. 56, hereby moves for
summary judgment.

Latah County moves this Court to· enter a judgment

affirming the decision of the Latah County Board of Equalization denying
petitioner an agricultural exemption for the properties concerned in these cases
for tax years 2009 and 2010. This motion is based on the file herein, including
records of the Latah County Board of Equalization and Idaho State Board of Tax
CROSS MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 1

"
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Appeals filed with the Court, and is further supported by a Brief in Support of
Respondent's Cross Motion for Summary Judgment and the exhibits attached to
that brief.

pI)

Respectfully submitted thi~ day of December, 2010 .

.

.~~U~

Adnenne K. Willems
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney

CROSS MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 2
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CERTIFICATE
SERVICE
I hereby certify that true and correct copies of the foregoing document were
served on the following in the manner indicated below:
Susan Wilson
Attorney at Law
208 S Main St Ste 2
Moscow, ID 83843

;WU.S. Mail
[] Overnight Mail
[] Fax
[ ] Hand Delivery

Idaho Board of Tax Appeals
Clerk to the Board
3380 Americana Terrace Ste 110
Boise, ID 83706

[] U.s. Mail
[J Overnight Mail
~x 208-334-4060
[ ] Hand Delivery

Latah County Assessor
Courthouse Mail
Moscow,ID83843

[] U.S. Mail
J*.tfand Delivery

Latah County Auditor
Courthouse Mail
Moscow, ID 83843

[] U.S. Mail
[ ] Overnight Mail
)CHand Delivery

[ J Overnight Mail

William W. Thompson, Jr.
Prosecuting Attorney
Latah County Courthouse
Moscow, ID 83843
on this

zg.c> day of

[] U.s. Mail
[] Overnight Mail
)<fHand Delivery

() €G:--~(!; 72... _, 2010.

Adrienne K..Willems

Latah ~=rosecuting Attorney

By:.

~L frt£.k
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LATAH COUNTY PROSECUTOR'S
ADRIENNE
Deputy
P.O. Box 8068
Moscow, ID 83843
Phone: (208) 883-2246
Idaho State Bar # 4246

IN

COURT OF

SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF

THOMPSON DEVELOPMENT, LLC,
an Idaho Limited Liability Company,
Petitioner,
v.

IDAHO BOARD OF TAX APPEALS, ET AL.,
Respondents.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CV 2010-00890
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF
RESPONDENT'S CROSS
MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

Latah County Board of Equalization, by and through Adrienne K.
Willems, Latah County Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, hereby submits its brief in
support of its Cross Motion for Summary Judgment.

FACTS AND PROCEEDINGS
Thompson Development, LLC, (Thompson) has filed a petition for judicial
review asking the Court to decide whether the Latah County Board of
Equalization erred in denying an agricultural exemption and in upholding the
Latah County Assessor's valuations as residential properties, for 31 parcels of

BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF RESPONDENT'S CROSS
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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land all located in Phase 1 of the Indian Hills Sixth Addition to the City of
Moscow, Specifically, the question is whether the parcels qualify as "land
actively devoted to agriculture" as defined by Idaho Code § 63-604. The Board of
Equalization of Latah County denied the exemption for tax years 2009 and 2010.
On July 13, 2009, the Latah County Board of Equalization (BOE) heard the
Thompson's appeal of the 2009 valuations. The BOE upheld the Latah County
Assessor's valuation of the properties as residentiat and denied the agricultural
exemption. A Notice of Action was signed by the BOE on July 24, 2009, formally
advising Thompson of its decision. On August 29, 2009, Thompson filed an
appeal of the BOE's decision with the Idaho State Board of Tax Appeals. On
January 8, 2010, a hearing was held before the Board of Tax Appeals. On July 7,
2010, the Board of Tax Appeals entered a Final Decision and Order affirming the
decision of the Latah County BOE. (Attached as Exhibit A) The Board of Tax
Appeals found that the claim for an agricultural exemption concerned land
ownership with a total area of 4.91 acres. The Board of Tax Appeals found that
Thompson failed to provide evidence of gross income derived from the subject
lots necessary to qualify for the exemption under I.e. § 63-604(b). On July 21,
2010, Thompson filed a motion for reconsideration and rehearing before the
Board of Tax Appeals. The Board denied the motion on August 13, 2010.
On July 12, 201, the BOE also heard Thompson's appeal of the property
assessments for the same parcels of property for the 2010 tax year. Again, the

BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF RESPONDENT'S CROSS
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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BOE upheld the valuations of the Latah County Assessor as residential property
and denied an agricultural exemption.
Thompson has appealed both of those decisions to the District Court, and
both parties have filed Motions for Summary Judgment.

ANALYSIS
Standard of Review
Under Idaho Code § 63-3812(c), appeals from the Board of Tax Appeals
1/

shall be heard and determined by the court without a jury in a trial de novo on

the issues in the same manner as though it were an original proceeding in the
court." Under tR.c.P. 84(e), when the "statute provides that review is de novo,
the appeal shall be tried in the district court on any and all issues, on a new
record."
Idaho Code § 63-511 provides that appeals from a county board of
equalization may be taken directly to the District Court. Subsection (4) states
that in" any appeal taken to the board of tax appeals or the district court
pursuant to this section, the burden of proof shall fall upon the party seeking
affirmative relief to establish that the valuation from which the appeal is taken is
erroneous, or· that the board of equalization erred in its decision regarding a
claim that certain property is exempt from taxation, the value thereof, or any
other relief sought before the board of equalization."
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In interpreting tax exemption statutes, the Idaho Supreme Court has
stated as follows:
This Court has set forth a number of rules in determining whether
or not a taxpayer is entitled to an exemption. First, as this Court
noted in Appeal oj Sunny Ridge Manoy, Inc., 106 Idaho 98, 102, 675
P.2d 813, 817 (1984), "[t]ax exemptions are disfavored generally,
perhaps because they seem to conflict with principles of fairnessequality and uniformity-in bearing the burdens of govermnent."
Statutes granting tax exemptions are strictly construed against the
taxpayer and in favor of the State.
Ada County Bd. oJEqualization v. Highlands, Inc., 141 Idaho 202, 206, 108 P.3d 349,

353 (2005) (internal citations omitted.)
Further, the Court stated:
Courts may not presume exemptions, nor may they extend an
exemption by judicial construction where not specifically
authorized. The language of exemption statutes must be given its
ordinary meaning and an exemption will not be sustained unless
within the spirit as well as the letter of the law.
Tax exemptions exist as a matter of legislative grace, epitomizing
the antitheses of traditional democratic notions of fairness, equality,
and uniformity. Therefore, they are to be construed according to
the" strict but reasonable" rule of statutory construction. When an
ambiguity arises in construing tax exemption statutes, the Court
must choose the narrowest possible reasonable construction.
Ada County v. Roman Catholic Diocese, 123 Idaho 425,428-29,849 P.2d 98, 101-02

(1993) (citations omitted).
Finally, summary judgment is appropriate where "the pleadings,
depositions, and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that
there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is
entitled to judgment as a matter of law." I.R.C.P.56(c). If the evidence reveals
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF RESPONDENT'S CROSS
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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no disputed issues of material fact there only remains a question of law. Turpen
v. Granieri, 133 Idaho 244, 985 P.2d 669 (1999).

Idaho Code § 63-604 is the Controlling Statute
Idaho Code § 63-604 provides, in pertinent part, that:
(1) For property tax purposes, land which is actively devoted to
agriculture shall be eligible for appraisal, assessment and taxation
as agricultural property each year it meets one (1) or more of the
following qualifications:
(a) The total area of such land, including the homesite, is more than
five (5) contiguous acres, and is actively devoted to agriculture
which means:
(i) It is used to produce field crops including, but not limited to,
grains, feed crops, fruits and vegetables; ...
(b) The area of such land is five (5) contiguous acres or less and
such land has been actively devoted to agriculture within the
meaning of subsection (l)(a) of this section during the last three (3)
growing seasons; and

(i) It agriculturally produces for sale or home consumption the
equivalent of fifteen percent (15%) or more of the owner's or
lessee's annual gross income; or
(ii) It agriculturally produced gross revenues in the immediately
preceding year of one thousand dollars ($1,000) or more. When the
area of land is five (5) contiguous acres or less, such land shall be
presumed to be nonagricultural land until it is established that the
requirements of this subsection have been met.

As discussed below, the actual acreage in this case is 4.91, and petitioner
. has not shown the requisite income or revenue to entitle him to an agricultural
exemption.
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The Proper Acreage of the Subject Lots is 4.91 Acres
The lots involved in these cases are located in Phase 1 of the Indian Hills
Addition. The acreage of the 31 subject lots is 4.91 acres. This information was
provided by the Latah County Assessor to the Idaho State Board of Tax Appeals,
and is attached as Exhibit B. This is not disputed by the petitioner. Phase 2 and
Phase 3 of the Indian Hills Addition are part of platted but undeveloped
subdivisions. This land is adjacent to the lots in Phase 1. Latah County granted
an agricultural exemption for the property located in Phases 2 and 3. The
"

agricultural exemption was denied only for the 4.91 acres located in Phase 1.
Idaho Code § 63-604(6) states that "[£Jor purposes of this section, the act of
platting land actively devoted to agriculture does not, in and of itself, cause the
land to lose its status as land being actively devoted to agriculture if the land
otherwise qualifies for the exemption under this section." Platting is defined in
subsection (7)(c) as "the filing of the drawing, map or plan of a subdivision or a
replatting of such, including certification, descriptions and approvals with the
proper county or city official." The agricultural exemption was granted for
Phases 2 and 3 because, while the land there is part of a platted subdivision, it is
not being developed - there is no infrastructure in place, and it is not being sod
and marketed as residential lots. In contrast, Phase 1 of the Indian Hills Addition
has progressed far beyond platting. Platting is essentially the mapping and filing
of plans for a subdivision. Phase 1 contains completed and paved roads,
sidewalks, curbs, utilities, and street signs. (See photos # 2, 3, and 9, taken by the
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF RESPONDENT'S CROSS
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Latah County Assessor's Office, and attached as Exhibit C) Lots in Phase 1 have
been sold as residential lots, continue to be marked as residential lots, and have
had residences built upon them.
Phase 1 is drastically different in character from Phases 2 and 3. To
include the 4.91 acres in Phase 1 with the additional acres in Phases 2 and 3 is
contrary to legislative intent, and in conflict with principles of fairness-equality
and uniformity. Here, the legislature has provided that platting alone does not
disqualify property from receiving an agricultural exemption. Thus, going
beyond platting by actively developing a subdivision does disqualify property
from receiving an agricultural exemption.
The legislature's definition of platting does not envision the development
that has occurred in Phase 1 of the Indian Hills Addition. Further, to find that
petitioner does not have to meet the financial requirements for property less than
5 contiguous acres would violate traditional democratic notions of fairness,
equality, and uniformity. As the Court in Ada County v. Roman Catholic Diocese
stated I/[t]he language of exemption statutes must be given its ordinary meaning
and an exemption will not be sustained unless within the spirit as well as the
letter of the law." Here, petitioner has sold lots in Phase 1 as residential
property. The buyers of those lots paid for those lots at a residential lot rate, not
as agricultural land. The buyers of those sold lots have had their property
assessed by Latah County as residential property and are paying property taxes
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to Latah County based on the assessment as residential property not agricultural
property.
It is proper to assess Phase 1 of the Indian Hills Addition as distinct and

separate-not contiguous to-Phases 2 and 3. The legislature clearly intended
that property containing less than 5 contiguous acres is presumed to be
nonagricultural land. Petitioner must establish that the requirements of
subsection (b) were met, and the petitioner is not able to do so. Phase 1 has gone
far beyond. platting" <;tnd is no longer of the same character of Phases 2 and 3.
II

Thompson Cannot Meet the Requirements of I.e. § 63-604, and is, Therefore, Not
Entitled to an Agricultural Exemption
As shown above, the 31 subject lots comprise 4.91 acres. Because the area
is less than five contiguous acres, Thompson must show that the parcels were
actively devoted to agriculture during the previous three growing seasons and
that it either agriculturally produced for sale or home consumption 15% or more
of the owner's income, or produced gross revenues of one thousand d·ollars or
more in the immediately preceding year. For the 2009 tax year, the lien date for
determination of use for assessment purposes was January 1, 2009. For the 2010
tax year, the lien date for assessment purposes was January 1, 2010. Idaho Code §
63-205. Therefore, Thompson must have met the above requirements during2008

and again in 2009.
There was no agricultural use of the subject parcels in 2008. Phase 1 of the
Indian Hills Sixth Addition was platted in early 2008. During 2008, topsoil was
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF RESPONDENT'S CROSS
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removed from the subject parcels to facilitate the development of infrastructure
and allow for residential construction. In 2008 residential neighborhood
infrastructure was developed, including streets, curbs, sidewalks and utility
installation. The lots were marketed as residential lots beginning in 2008.
Thompson claimed that Phase 1 was planted in 2009, but there was no evidence
of any of gross income derived from the lots in 2008-the immediately preceding
year-or any financial evidence to support qualification under I.C § 63-604(b)(i).
There is also no evi~ence of any income derived from the subject parcels for
2009.
Petitioner cannot meet the requirements to qualify for an agricultural
exemption under I.C § 63-604(b) because there was no agricultural use of the
subject parcels in 2008, and, therefore, no income or gross revenues associated
with the property. Additionally, even if there was agricultural use of the parcels
in 2009, there is no evidence of any income derived from farming those lots.
Even if it is Determined That Phase 1 is Contiguous to Phases 2 and 3, Petitioner
is Still Not Entitled to an Agricultural Exemption
Idaho Code § 63-208, which refers to rules pertaining to market value and
the duty of assessors, provides that [t]he rules promulgated by the state tax
II

commission shall require each assessor to find market value for assessment
purposes of all property ... provided, that the actual and functional use shall be a
major consideration when determining market value for assessment purposes."
Idaho Code § 63-201 (15) defines market valuelf as lithe amount of United States
II
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dollars or equivalent for which, in all probability, a property would exchange
hands between a willing seller, under no compulsion to sell, and an informed,
capable buyer, with a reasonable time allowed to consummate the sale,
substantiated by a reasonable down or full cash payment." So, annually, the
assessor must value all property in the county at "market value" and the
property's actual and functional" use is to be a major consideration in
II

determining market value. The legislature did not define" actual and functional"
use, but the Idaho Courts have interpreted the phrase.
In The Senator, Inc. v. Ada County, Bd. of Equalization, 138 Idaho 566, 67 P.3d
45 (2003), the Idaho Supreme Court stated that:
When interpreting a statute, we must begin with the literal words
of the statute, giving the language its plain, obvious and rational
meaning. Thomson v. City of Lewiston, 137 Idaho' 473,50 P.3d 488
(2002). Our goal is to give effect to the purpose of the statute and
the legislative intent in enacting it, which may be implied from the
language used or inferred on grounds of policy or reasonableness.
Id.
Real property is typically valued at its highest and best use. That
determination takes into consideration the uses that are legally
permissible, physically possible, financially feasible, maximally
profitable, and reasonably probable in order to arrive at the highest
value for the property. The highest and best use of real property
may not be its present use, or the use for which any of its
improvements were designed.
138 Idaho at 570,67 P.2d at 49.
The Court went on to say, as regards the legislature's enactment of I.e. § 63-208
directing the consideration of property's actual and functional use, that [i]t is
/I

apparent that the legislature inserted this requirement so that real property
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would not automatically be appraised at its highest and best use./I Id. After
looking to tradition definitions of actual" and "functional," the Court held that
II

1/

[c] onsidering the definitions of actual" and functional" and the legislature's
/I

1/

apparent purpose in adding that requirement, the actual and functional use of
real property is its existing use and the use for which it was designed or
intended." Id.
Therefore, what an assessor is directed to do when determining the
market value of property is to consider the amount of United States dollars or
equivalent for which a property would exchange hands between a willing seller,
under no compulsion to sell, and an informed, capable buyer, and to consider the
property's existing use and the use for which it was designed. With regard to the
subject lots, the "market value" is that of residential property. All lots that have
sold have sold as residential land. The" actual and functional" use of the Phase 1
lots is also residential. Phase 1 was platted as residential, it has the infrastructure
of a residential subdivision, and there are residences erected. The Senator, Inc.,
involved a mobile home park with rented and unrented spaces. The appellant
argued that as a matter of law the actual and functional use of rented spaces
differed from the actual and functional use of unrented spaces. The Court
disagreed with this stating I/[b]oth the rented and unrented spaces are designed
and intended for use as mobile home/manufactured home rental spaces. The
actual and functional use of a space does not change merely because it becomes
vacant or occupied." ld.
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Similarly, in this case, the unsold lots in Phase 1 are no different than the
sold lots. Both the sold and unsold lots of Phase 1 are designed and intended for
use as residential property.
CONCLUSION
Idaho case law requires that all tax exemption statutes be strictly and
narrowly construed against the taxpayer - who must show a clear entitlementand in favor of the state. The language of exemption statutes must be given their
ordinary meaning. An exemption cannot be sustained unless granting the
exemption is within the spirit as well as the letter of the law. With those
considerations in mind, it is apparent that the acreage involved in Phase 1- the
subject lots---,comprises 4.91 acres. As such, in order for the petitioner to be
eligible for to have the lots appraised, assessed and taxed as agricultural
property, he must strictly comply with the requirements of I.e. § 63-604(b). The
petitioner has not produced any evidence of income from the subject lots from
agricultural pursuits. There was no agricultural use at all in 2008, when
infrastructure was installed, that could have produced income. The petitioner,
by his admission, only prepared the landfor planting that year.
Even if the acreage were determined to be greater than 5 acres, the market
value, and actual and functional use" of the subject property is residential, not
1/

agricul tura!.
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Therefore, Latah County respectfully requests that this Court grant its
Motion for Summary Judgment and affirm the decisions of the Latah County
Board of Equalization for tax years 2009 and 2010.
Respectfully submitted

thi2:3~ay of December, 2010.

~k

'Adrienne K. Willems
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
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IDAHO' BOARD OF TAX APPEALS
IN THE MATTER OF THE APPEALS OF
THOMPSON DEVELOPMENT, LLC from the
decisions of the Board
Latah
County for tax year 2009.

)
)
)
)
)

APPEAL NOS. 09-A-1885
thru 09-A-1915
FINAL DECISION
AND ORDER

EXEMPTION APPEALS
THESE MATTERS came on for a consolidated hearing January 5, 2010 in Moscow, Idaho
before Board Member Linda Pike. The full Board participated in this decision. Attorney Susan
Wilson and Owners Ted Thompson and Garrett Thompson appeared at hearing. Assessor
Patrick Vaughn, Prosecutor Adrienne Williams, Appraisal Supervisor Susan Ripley and Senior
Appraiser Jerry Coleman appeared for Respondent Latah County.

Donald Regan offered

evidence at hearing as a Public Witness. These appeals are taken from decisions of the Latah
County Board of Equalization (BOE) denying the protests of valuation for taxing purposes of 31
properties (lots) described by parcel number in Attachment A.

The issue on appeal is whether 4.91 acres of land associated with 31 subdivision
lots qualifies as "land actively devoted to agriculture" pursuant to Idaho Code § '-'.Jl·'uu·....
The decisions of the Latah County Board of Equalization are affirmed.
FINDINGS OF FACT
The 31 subject lots have a total assessed land value of $1,879,000.

The subject

assessments were prepared under the market value standard. Appellant requests the land's
assessed value be' reduced to $4,650. The claim is made pursuant to the agricultural exemption
where the subject land was purportedly used in connection with cropland farming.
In total, the 31 subject lots comprise 4.91 acres. All the subject lots are located in Phase
1 of the Indian Hills Sixth Addition to the City of Moscow. Phase 1 was platted in early 2008
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with two (2) other phases. Also in 2008, Phase 1 was improved with infrastructure
that were dedicated
According to

the

all the lots in each of the three (3) phases were planted and

harvested in 2009, but only Phases II and III were given the agricultural exemption for the 2009
tax year. It was explained Indian Hills Sixth Addition was adjacent to almost 400 acres owned
and farmed by Appellant's owners in connection with a family farming business. Taxpayer
reported the subject lots were farmed in conjunction with the adjacent land

2009.

Appellant claimed the subject lots were actively devoted to agriculture, i.e. they were used
to produce a grain crop.

A map from the Farm Service Agency (State Department of

Agriculture), dated June 10,2009, was submitted as Appellant's Exhibit C. The map identified
cropland property, and this area included the acreage associated with the subject lots.
Photographs of the subject lots were also submitted to show the crop existing in 2009. The
photographs were taken in June of 2009.
The land was prepared by Appellant's owners for planting during the fall of 2008. Spring
Wheat was subsequently planted in the spring of 2009.

Photographs of farm machinery

harvesting the subject property in 2009 were submitted. In the photographs the subdivision's
sidewalks and roadways were apparent, as well as utility boxes and markers. These harvest
photographs were taken in August of 2009.
Appellant offered a letter, dated August 14, 2009, from the City of Moscow Community
Development Director. The letter reported Indian Hills Sixth Addition had been historically used
for agricultural purposes. it also reported the entire Sixth Addition was tilled in the fall of 2008
after construction on Phase 1 was completed and noted the spring wheat planting in 2009. The
letter reported a finding that the agricultural use within the Indian Hills Sixth Addition was a legal
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non-conforming use and not in violation of the City's Zoning Code.
Copies of two Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions (CC&R's) were submitted. One
set applied to the sij,gle-family lots in Phase 1 and the other was for the multi-family lots. Both
covenants stated their lots were adjacent to farmland and the Declarant intended to continue
farming and that the owners agreed not to take any action to impede the farming operation.
Article III of the first set of CC&R's, titled Lot Use and Conveyance, directed that all lots
shall be used for single-family residential purposes. Article III of the second set of CC&R's, also
titled Lot Use and Conveyance, directed the zoning of the lots was to be multi-family residential.
Mr. Ted Thompson testified topsoil was removed in 2008 primarily where the streets were
installed, and that very little was removed on the individual lots. He also stated that after
construction was completed, the contractor left the lots ready for planting. Mr. Thomspon
reported several of the steeper lots' surfaces were too smooth and these were chisel plowed to
prevent erosion until the spring crop could be planted. It was stated farming was the best way
to maintain the lots. He testified spring wheat was planted on the subject lots in 2009 ahd
harvested in August of 2009.

There were no structures on any of the subject lots.

Mr.

Thompson noted the sold lots with non appealed lot a~sessments were also farmed at the
request of the new owners. In answer to a question from the County, Mr. Thompson testified
a fail wheat crop is always pianted before January 1, while a spring wheat crop is never planted
before January 1.
Appellant referenced the Idaho State Board of Tax Appeals' decision in Idaho Trust

Deeds, LLC v. Twin Falls County, Appeal Nos. 08-A-2787 thru 08-A-2810 (2008), and
maintained the facts and law in that case involving 25 unsold residential lots were the same as
in the subject situation. The 25 lots were there found by the Board to be in agricultural use and
-3-
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were granted the agricultural exemption.
The County contended the actual and functional use of the 31 subject lots was residential
use. The County maintained the property was not in a qualifying agricultural use on the germane
assessment date of January 1,2009. Appellant countered the property was prepared in the fall
prior to this date for planting and subsequently planted in the spring of 2009.
The County noted the platting of land alone, would not preclude it from qualifying for the
agricultural exemption. What the County asserted was that the subject CC&R's prohibited
agricultural use. While Appel/ant argued agricultural use was not prohibited, and that a proper
construction of the CC&R's revealed agricultural use was permitted.
Copies of two (2) 2009 assessment notices for lots in the Indian Hills Sixth Addition which
received the agricultural exemption were submitted. The lots' land was assessed for $150 each
as agricultural land. Appel/ant stated this was the basis for the claimed values on each subject
lot.
The County maintained the "actual and functional use" of the subject lots was residential.
It was stated to be the existing and designed use on January 1,2009. The County consideration
of the subject lots found the topsoil was predominantly removed in 2008 to facilitate development
of infrastructure and residential construction. The Phase 1 lots were also marketed beginning
in 2008, with some subsequently selling as residential lots.

At present some residential

construction has occurred and the subject lots continue to be marketed as residential lots.
Respondent noted Idaho Code § 63-205 requires property be assessed annually on
January 1. The County contended no qualifying agricultural use of the subject parcels occurred
in 2008 nor was there an agricultural use on January 1,2009. Section 63-604, I.C., describes
the qualification criteria for land actively devoted to agriculture. The County reported platted lots
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that had not had the topsoil removed, and had not been developed, and that were not being
marketed and sold as residential lots, and which further !:lad been continuously farmed, were
assessed as agricultural land.

The County reported the City of Moscow zoning codes were

not considered in the use and assessment of the subject land. Respondent contended the
actual and functional use of subject lots was a residential use and that a bona fide agricultural
use did not occur in 2008 before the 2009 lien date. Therefore it concluded the subject parcels
were ineligible for an agricultural assessment in 2009.
The County also submitted photographs ofthe subject lots. The County Appraiser opined
photograph No. 5 showed the adjacent farm ground and the subject lots and a marked
difference in crop quality. Appellant reported the subject lots were planted with a smaller
seeding apparatus and that the seed and fertilizer were mixed together. From the photograph,

it is obvious the 2009 subject lots planting did not work as well as the adjacent farm ground
planting. Additional photographs also depicted differences in the crop on the other phases of
the subdivision compared to the subject lots.
An aerial photograph dated 2008 indicated a "brown color" for the other phases of the
subdivision, while Phase 1 lots were showing a "white color". The County concluded from this
photograph that the topsoil was removed at the time. Appellant disagreed offering testimony that
the topsoil was not removed from the individual lots, but only where roads were installed. In
closing, the County Appraiser concluded the intent for the subject property was to convert
agricultural land to a residential subdivision use.
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
This Board's goal in its hearings is the acquisition of sufficient, accurate evidence to
support a determination of fair market value or exempt status. This Board, giving full opportunity
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all arguments and having considered all testimony and documentary evidence submitted by
the parties in support of their respective positions, hereby enters the following.
The issue in these appeals is whether 4.91 acres of land, associated with 31 subdivision
lots, qualifies as land actively devoted to agriculture pursuant to the definitions in Idaho Code

§ 63-604. See also Section 63-602K, I.C.
Idaho Code describes what land may be assessed and taxed as agricultural land.
Portions of Section 63-604 follow.
63-604. Land actively devoted to agriculture defined.
(1) For property tax purposes, land which is actively devoted to agriculture shall be
eligible for appraisal, assessment and taxation as agricultural property each year
it meets one (1) or more of the following qualifications:
(a) The total area of such land, including the homesite, is more than five (5)
contiguous acres, and is actively devoted to agriculture which means:
(i) It is used to produce field crops including, but not limited to, grains, feed crops,
. fruits and vegetables; or
(b) The area of such land is five (5) contiguous acres or less and such land has
been actively devoted to agriculture within the meaning of subsection (1 )(a) of this
section during the last three (3) growing seasons; and
.
(i) It agriculturally produces for sale or home consumption the equivalent of fifteen
percent (15%) or more of the owner's or lessee's annual gross income: or
(ii) It agriculturally produced gross revenues in the immediately preceding year of
one thousand dollars ($1,000) or more. When the area of land is five (5)
contiguous acres or less, such land shall be presumed to be nonagricultural land
until it is established that the requirements of this subsection have been met.
(2) Land shall not be classified or valued as agricultural land which is part of a
platted subdivision with stated restrictions prohibiting its use for agricultural
purposes, whether within or without a city.
(7) As used in this section:
(a) "Contiguous" means being in actual contact or touching along a boundary or
at a point, except no area of land shall be considered not contiguous solely by
reason of a roadway or other right-of-way ....
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The Supreme Court held in a Roeder Holdings, LLC. v. BOE of Ada County, 136 Idaho
809 (2001) that a claim of exemption from tax must be justified, if at all, by the terms of the
statute. A taxpayer must show clear entitlement to the exemption claimed.
This claim for an agricultural exemption concerns a contiguous land ownership with a total
of 4.91 acres. In this instance, the Board began its review by determining the total land area
being considered. Thirty-one lots under the same ownership were appealed where the total
acreage was 4.91 acres. This was immediately different than the facts found in the Idaho Trust
Oeeds case which involved a farmed land area over five (5) contiguous acres in size.

In the

case at bar, the evidence (record) focused on the subject 31 lots. Taxpayer did not specify and
support a different size unit for review purposes, nor did it appeal any other parcel assessments
in conjunction with the subject lots. On review therefore, we find the pertinent qualification
criteria to consider is that contained within subsection (1)(b).
The qualification criteria for a contiguous land area over five (5) acres and that applicable
to a contiguous land area five (5) acres or less are quite different.

Under the pertinent

subsection, a-land area of 4.91 acres is presumed to be nonagricultural land and production
figures are key toward meeting threshold requirements.
The subject land is 31 lots within a subdivision. The Board did not find Subsection 63604(2) determinative. Evidence in record supported where the land at issue could continue to
be legally farmed after platting. The record did not demonstrate a clear prohibition to the
continued cropland use (agricultural use) of the subject lots as of January 1, 2009 or subsequent
to platting.
Key to our ultimate determination was that Appellant provided no substantive or detailed
evidence of the gross income derived from the subject lots in 2008, "the immediately preceding
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year".

Subsection 63-604(1)(b)(ii).

evidence in record

Nor was there any substantive and detailed financial

qualification

Subsection 63-604(1 )(b)(i). Much of the record

dealt with changes to the subject land during 2008 and why there was no crop planted or
harvested in that year. Other evidence dealt with the owner's farming activities and the limited
production on the 31 lots in 2009, i.e. during the period following the current assessment date.
Section 63-205, I.C. Merely prepping the ground in 2008 by returning it to a more suitable
condition for future farming did not produce any production nor income.
Specific to a land area of five (5) contiguous acres or less, is whether the land produced
(past tense) sufficiently to meet certain expressed "financial" thresholds.

On this aspect,

Taxpayer failed to offer good evidence and has not supported entitlement to an agricultural
exemption in 2009.
In accordance with the above, the Board finds the land associated with the 31 subject lots
does not qualify for the agricultural exemption claimed. Appellant did not challenge the market
values estimated for the subject lots. The claim on appeal was strictly one of exemption which
we have determined was not supported. Therefore the Latah County Board of Equalization's
market valuations of the 31 subject lots will be affirmed.
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FINAL ORDER
Final Decision, IT IS ORDERED that
the latah County !-{n"",rrl

Equalization concerning the 31 subject lots be, and the same hereby

are, AFFIRMED.

DATED this

decisions

agricultural exemptions are DENIED.

I ~ay

,2010.

IDAHO BOARD OF TAX

~~~~
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A

Appeals
THOMPSON DEVELOPMENT, LLC
2009 Appeals from Latah County

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

Appeal No.
09-A-1885
09-A-1886
09-A-1887
09-A-1888
09-A-1889
09-A-1890
09-A-1891
09-A;.1892
09-A-1893
09-A-1894
09-A-1895
09-A-1896
09-A-1897
09-A-1898
09-A-1899
09-A-1900
09-A-1901
09-A-1902
09-A-1903
09-A-1904
09-A-1905
09-A-1906
09-A-1907
09-A-1908
09-A-1909
09-A-1910
09-A-1911
09-A-1912
09-A-1913
09-A-1914
09-A-1915

Parcel No.
RPM04970030170A
RPM04970030090A
RPM04970030080A
RPM04970030070A
RPM04970030060A
RPM04970030050A
RPM04970030040A
RPM04970020060A
RPM04970020070A
RPM04970030010A
RPM04970020100A
RPM04970020090A
RPM04970020080A
RPM04970020040A
RPM04970020030A
RPM04970040050A
RPM04970020010A
RPM04970030160A
RPM049700400 1OA
RPM04970040020A
RPM04970040030A
RPM04970040060A
RPM04970030020A
RPM04970030030A
RPM04970050030A
RPM04970050040A
RPM04970050050A
RPM04970050060A
RPM04970050070A
RPM04970050080A
RPM04970050090A
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NOTICE OF APPEAL PRIVILEGES
iviV;:'C:;U

is a Final Decision

of the Idaho

of

Is

concerning 31 appeals.
Motion for reconsideration of the hearing record or motion for rehearing the appeal (with
good cause detailed) may be made by filing such motion with the Clerk of the Board within ten
(10) days of mailing of the Final Decision and Order, with a copy

the motion being sent to all

parties to the proceeding before the Board.
According to Idaho Code § 63-3812, either party can appeal

district court from this

Pursuant to Idaho Code § 63-3812, the appeal shall

and perfected in

decision.

accordance with Rule 84 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
Iplsw
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

=+h

l;:l day of -4~

, 2010, I caused to be

served a true copy of the foregoing FINAL DECISION AND ORDER by the method indicated
below and addressed to each of the following:

Susan Wilson

208 S. Main Street Suite 2
Moscow, 10 83843

~.S.

o

Moscow, ID 83843

Overnight Mail

D

STATEHOUSE MAIL

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

o

o

o
Latah County Assessor
P.O. Box 8068
Moscow, 10 83843

Hand Delivered

o

Latah County Prosecutor
P.O. Box 8068

Mail, Postage Prepaid

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
STATEHOUSE MAIL

6u.s.
D
D

Mail, Postage Prepaid

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
STATEHOUSE MAIL
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latah County Assessor
P .O . Box 8068
Latah County Courthouse
Moscow, Idaho 83843
208-883-5710
Fax 208-883-2298
email<pvaughan@latah.id.us>

MEMBER
International Association
of Assessing Officers

Assessor

DMV Supervisor

PATRICKJ. VAUGHAN

JANET BECKNER

Senior Deputy Assessor

SUSAN RIPLEY

January 11, 2010
Idaho Board of Tax Appeals
. P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0088

Re: Appeal Nos. 09-A-1885 thru 09-A-1915
At the Board of Tax Appeal hearing on January 8th for referenced appeals, "the Hearing Officer,
Mrs. Linda Pike, requested that the Latah County Assessor determine the acreage of the appealed
parcels.
We have calculated the cumulative square feet of subject parcels from the recorded Final Plat of
the Indian Hills 6 th Addition.
. '
The total area of the appealed parcels is 214,028 square feet, equaling 4.913407 acres.
Enclosed are a copy of the ftnal plat with subj ect parcels highlighted and a summation of the
total square feet reflecting each parcel.

~j~
PatrickJ. Vau
Assessor
Encl

'. ~
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SQFT
Appeal # Parcel #
6543 SQ FT
1885 M04970030170
7536 sa FT
1886 M04970030090
7687 SQ FT
1887 M04970030080
7123 sa FT
1888 M04970030070
7133 sa FT
1889 M04970030060
7011 sa FT
1890 M04970030050
7007 sa FT
1891 M04970030040
7697 sa FT
1892 M04970020060
7079 sa FT
1893 M04970020070
7007 sa FT 1894 M04970030010
7019 sa FT
1895 M04970020100
7247 sa FT
1896 M04970020090
7208 sa FT
1897 M04970020080
7065 sa FT
1898 M04970020040
7011 sa FT
1899 M04970020030
13015 SQ FT
1900 M04970040050
7038 sa FT
1901 M04970020010
6214 sa FT
1902 M04970030160
5804 sa FT
1903 M04970040010
1904-M04970040020
6860 sa FT
6076 sa FT
1905 M04970040030
9936 sa FT
1906 M04970040060
7175 sa FT
1907 M04970030020
7053 sa FT
1908 M04970030030
5171 sa FT
1909 M04970050030
5143 sa FT
1910 M04970050040
5469 sa FT
1911 M04970050050
5408 sa FT
1912 M04970050060
5494 sa FT
1913 M04970050070
5576 sa FT
1914 M04970050080
5223 sa FT
1915 M04970050090
214028 sa FT
Total SF
4.913407 ACRES
Total Acres

\
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LATAH COUNTY
ADRIENNE K. WILLEMS
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 8068
Moscow, ID 83843
Phone: (208) 883-2246
Idaho State Bar # 4246

(I

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF

SECOND

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR

THOMPSON DEVELOPMENT, LLC,
an Idaho Limited Liability Company,
Petitioner,
v.

IDAHO BOARD OF TAX APPEALS, ET AL.,
Respondents.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

DISTRICT
COUNTY OF LATAH

CASE NO. CV 2010-00890
RESPONDENTS' REPLY TO
PETITIONER'S MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Latah County Board of Equalization, by and through Adrienne K.
Willems, Latah County Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, hereby submits its reply to
petitioner's motion for summary judgment.
The only question before the Court is whether the Latah County Board of
Equalization erred in denying an agricultural exemption, and upholding the
Latah County Assessor's valuations as residential properties, for 31 parcels of
land all located in Phase 1 of the Indian Hills Sixth Addition to the City of

RESPONDENTS' REPLY TO PETITIONER'S
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Page 1
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Moscow. Many of the arguments presented in petitioner's brief in support of
their motion for summary judgment were addressed in respondents' cross
motion for summary judgment, and those will not be repeated here.
Evidence of the 31 Subject Lots Comprising Less Than 5 Acres is Properly
before the Court
The petitioner argues that evidence of the total acreage of the subject lots
was not presented before the board of tax appeals and, therefore, evidence of the
total acreage being less than five (5) acres is not properly before the District
Court. However, the total acreage involved is not the issue that was before the
board of tax appeals. The issue was, and is, whether the petitioner is entitled to
an agricultural exemption for those 31 lots. That the acreage of the subject lots is
less than 5 acres is not a new issue. It is, instead, additional evidence; which is
allowed in a trial de novo.
The Idaho Supreme Court addressed this question in Canyon County Bd. of
Equalization v. Amalgamated Sugar Co., LLC, 143 Idaho 58, 137 P.3d 445, (2006).

There, the petitioner argued that the county failed to present evidence to the
Board of Tax Appeals on the sales comparison and cost approaches and also on a
calculation used in the incom'e approach in determining market value and,
therefore, the county was precluded from offering such evidence to the district
court. The Court was not persuaded, stating:
The issue before the BTA clearly was the market value of TASCO's
sugar beet processing plants, an inquiry that includes a discussion
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of the three allowable approaches under I.e. § 63-205 and Rule 217.
What TASCO actually complains of is new or different evidence-not
new or different "issues" -presented to the district court on an issue
that was litigated before the BTA, the issue of the market value of
TASCO's property. There is simply no basis in I.e. § 63-3812 for
striking or refusing to consider such evidence, particularly in light
of the fact that this is a de novo trial before the district court.
Consequently, we conclude the district court did not err in
allowing the Counties to present evidence on the three approaches
to value.
143 Idaho at 61, 137 P.3d at 448.
Here, the issue is whether the petitioner is entitled to an agricultural
exemption. The respondents maintain that they are not. One of the primary
reasons is that under an "actual and functional use" analysis for determining
market value-as required by I.e. § 63-208-the property is residential.
However, respondents have provided evidence that the subject properties total
4.91 acres, which is an additional reason the petitioner is not entitled to an
agricultural exemption. In order to qualify for an agricultural exemption when
the property involved is less than 5 acres, petitioner must meet the requirements
of I.e. § 63-604(b). The petitioner has not shown that the parcels were actively
devoted to agriculture during the previous three growing seasons and that it
either agriculturally produced for sale or home consumption 15% or more of the
owner's income, or produced gross revenues of one thousand dollars or more in
the immediately preceding year.
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Evidence that the acreage is less than 5 acres is properly before the Court.
Because the petitioner cannot meet the requirements of I.e. § 63-604(b), the
County's motion for summary judgment should be granted.
That the proper acreage of the subject lots is 4.91 acres, and not the ten
plus acres as argued by petitioner, was addressed in respondent's brief in
support of its cross motion for summary judgment.
The Decision of the Board of Tax Appeals in Idaho Trust Deeds, LLC, Does
Not Support Petitioner's Claim
IN THE MATTER OF THE APPEALS OF IDAHO TRUST DEEDS, LLC, a

copy of which was provided to the Court by petitioner, involved 25 "unsold"
residential lots in two newer subdivisions. There were roads developed and
owned by the government within the subdivision. All 25 lots in the subdivision
were farmed by the tenant owner. Twin Falls County determined that 21 of the
lots were entitled to an agricultural exemption because they were farmed, and
the total area involved was greater than five acres. Four of the lots were
separated from the other 21 by a road. Twin Falls County had not granted an
exemption on those lots because the county argued those 4 lots were not
contiguous to the other 21, and the total area of those separated lots was less than
5 acres. The Board of Tax Appeals ruled that the county was wrong, and that
they had misread and applied what is now I.e. § 63-604(7)(a) which specifically
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states that no area of land shall be considered not contiguous solely by reason of
a roadway or other right-of-way.
The facts of that case are actually quite similar to what is present in Phases
2 and 30f the Indian Hills Addition. Those phases are platted, but the lots are
unsold. There are developed roads in those phases that separate some of the lots
from other lots. All the unsold lots in Phases 2 and 3 are farmed by the petitioner.
Latah County has granted an exemption to both Phases 2 and 3 for both tax years
involved in this case. There was no argument made that the lots within Phase 2
or 3 are not contiguous. There was never an argument that the" actual and
functional use" of those lots is anything but agricultural.
In contrast, Phase 1 includes several" sold" residential lots. Developed
roadways are not the only infrastructure in place there. The county's argument is
that Phase 1 lots are not contiguous with those in Phases 2 and 3. It has never
been questioned that the lots in Phase 1 are contiguous with each other. Again,
returning to an" actual and functional use" analysis, the actual and functional
use of Phases 2 and 3 is as agricultural land while that of Phase 1 is as residential
property. As the Idaho Supreme Court held in The Senator, Inc. v. Ada County,
Bd. ajEqualization, 138 Idaho 566, 67 P.3d 45 (2003), lithe actual and functional use

of real property is its existing use and the use for which it was designed or
intended." 138 Idaho at 570,67 P.2d at 49.
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CONCLUSION
The county assessor's valuation of property for purposes of taxation is
presumed correct, and the burden of proof is on the taxpayer to show by clear
and convincing evidence that the taxpayer is entitled to the relief claimed. Roeder
Holdings, L.L.c. v. Board of Equalization of Ada County, 136 Idaho 809, 41 P.3d 237

(2001). Petitioner has not addressed the "actual and functional use" of the
subject property. Regardless of the acreage involved, the actual and functional
/I

use" of the lots in Phase 1 is residential. The petitioner is marketing and has sold
those lots as residential. There are occupied residences on lots in Phase 1.
Buyers of lots in Phase 1 are paying property taxes to Latah County as residential
property.
As the Idaho Supreme Court said in Appeal of Sunny Ridge Manor, Inc., 106
Idaho 98, 102, 675 P.2d 813, 817 (1984), I/[t]ax exemptions are disfavored
generally, perhaps because they seem to conflict with principles of fairnessequality and uniformity-in bearing the burdens of government." To grant
petitioner's request for an agricultural exemption on the subject parcels would
certainly conflict with concepts and principles of fairness. The petitioner's
Motion for Summary Judgment should be denied.
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